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U. H. C. UNIFORHITY.
1 here are times when perfect ammunition is a necessitynot a luxury.
Then the superior system o f U. M . C . c^nstno
tion and loading proves itself a friend indeed.
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I NCHESTER

REPEATING SHOT GUNS

American Shooting Records and Cam e Law s o f the (J .S . and Canada
free fo r the asking.

Union
Metallic
Cartridge
Co.

are cheap in price, but in price only. “ Take Down ”
guns list at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, but
they will outshoot and outlast the highest priced
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made
of the very best materials that can be procured, a
thoroughly modern system of manufacture permitting
&
them to be sold at buyable prices.
/*?

Factory.
Bridgeport

Conn.
Agency
Broadwa"
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FREE—Send name and address on a posta! card for 164 page illustrated catalogue.
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C A M P S

On Ran geley L a k e .

H O T E L S

A jN D

C A M P S

At W il s o n ’ s M i l l s , M e .

¡ Aziscohos House. SI.50 day. $7 to §10 week.
Mingo Sprint Camps.
1Licensed guides furnished. F kkd F l in t , Pr’r.
Located on Mingo Point, Rangeley Lake
At F lag st af f .
Best of salmon and trout fishing; cosy cot
tages; open fires; the famous Mingo Spring Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
hotel
by boat. Great hunting. Moose and
water; pine and balsam groves. Everything
for the comfort and convenience of Sportsmen deer seen daily. S. C. PURKKLL, Flagstaff, Me.
and summer boarders. Send for circular.
M il o , M k ., P. o .
('HAS. E. BKLCHEK, Rangeley, Me.
Nollesemic House, on Mollesemic lake, 5 miles
from the railroad at Milllnoket. Reached by
R an geley La k e s .
canoe or huckboard. One of tlie best regions
Camp Bemis and Birches
Bends, terminus of Kumford Falls & Range- in tin* state lor hunting. Pickerel and perch
ley Lakes H.R. Two trains daily. Steamers
connect to all points on the lakes. Birclies at the door, while the trout can’t be beaten.
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy Camps newly furnished. Pure spring water.
log cabins, open fires at both places afford
WM. L. Hon ns, l’rop’ r., Milo, Me.
comfortable homes for the summer for ladies
and gentlemen, Excellent fishing close at
On P h il l i p s & R a n g e l e y R. R.
hand. Setml for circular.
Redington House,
Ca i *t . F. C. Ba k k e b , Prop’r, Bends, Me.
One minute’s walk from station on P. & R
R. R. The best o f pond and stream fishing in
Via Ra n g e l e y oh B e m is .
close proximity to house. Deer, fox, wood
Mountain View House.
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled any
where. Address
Mr s . W. H. Ha r r is o n , Prop’r,
Kedinglon, Maine.
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THE RANGELEY LAKES are unsurpassed.

Mount Kineo House.
Send your address and receive a cojty of
‘ Picturesque K ineo,” which contains a full
description of this famous resort.
('. A. .H’ PKIXS, Manager,
Kineo, Maine.
Dead River House on the line of P. & R. R. R.
(food stream fishing near house. Deer and
partridge shooting. Registered guides fur
Herels situated a Motel at rare attractive nished. For terms address
Gu st J o h nson ,
ness in beautiful location for summer board
Box 10J.
Rangeley, Me.
ers and at the same time in elose proximity
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley
Via E u s t is .
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty
of deer, partridge and woodcock near the King and Bartlett.
hotel. Tli. cuisine here is such as to hold
patrons year after year, the rooms are what
people from the cities like, large, well lighted
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries,
fish and game at appropriate times in the
year and the table is always supplied with
excellent fresh milk and cream. Pure water
runs to the house from a spring above. This
is a particularly good place for safe and
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis
grounds adjoin the house. At rite for a free
circular to
L. K. BOWLEY, Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.

A u gusta , Ma in e .

Buylyour tickets via the Rumford Falls Line.
W rite for one of our pocket maps of the Rangeley Lakes.

PORTLAND

& RUMFORD FALLS

R AILW AY,

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Me.

Let Us Keep You Posted
concerning the hunting and fish
ing in Sunrise Land. W e shall
be glad to do so. if you will
send us ydfcr adftress.
12 cents brings you postpaid
onr attractive monthly publica
tion, newly written, newly illus
trated and newh dressed, every
month ii the year.

The Sunrise Route,
Dept. K.

H O T E L S

Calais, M e .
AND.CAMPS,

V ia R a n g e l e y .

York’s Camps at Loon Lake, within five miles
of Rangeley village. There are ten ponds
within two miles.
Partridges, deer and
moose in abundance.
Hunting unexcelled.
Camps neat and each party lias a camp by
itself. Those planning a hunting trip
can find no better place than York’ s Camps.
For particulars, address

Sullivan and Mr. S. Merrill of Boston,

A T F A R M IN G T O N .

Mr.
Hotel W illow s. Pleasantly located for hunt Mass., from Oct. 8th to Oct. 23rd.
Hotel Blanchard. Hunting, Fishing. J. S. ing and fishing parties. Guides furnished at Howe, two deer, largest weighed 208
short, notice. Delightful scenery and drives.
D u r r e l l , Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
Clean Camps. Good beds. Inquire of
pounds; S. Merrill, two deer, largest,
C. A. M a h o n e y , Prop’r,
Via R a n g e l e y .
In D ead R iv e r R e g io n .

22S pounds; W. D. Sullivan, two deer
moose.
Moose dressed 500

Ph il l ip s M e .

Phillips Hotel, near station, new furniture, and one
electric lights, steam heat.
pounds.
A. L. Ma t t h e w s , Prop’r.
B a n g o r , M a in e .
Windsor Hotel. Headquarters for sportsmen
Table first-class.
Free carriages.
F. W.
D u r g in , Prop’r. M o o d y B r o s ., Clerics.______
Co n v e n ie n t f r o m R a n g e l e y .
Camp Among Clouds.
Excellent hunting
nml fishing. Good accommodations. Take
your own cook. Inquire of
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.

i
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Write for a copy ol the descriptive book, “ The Rum ford
Falls Line and the Rangeley Lakes Resorts.” issued by the
Portland & Rumiord Falls Railway.
Tt contains half-tone cuts of every hotel and public cam pon
the Rangeley Lakes, and is sent fiee to anv address.
The Rum ford Falls line is the only all rail, S T A N D A R D
G A U G E route direct to the heart o f the Rangeley»— and is
the only line running Through Cars from Portland to the
Lakes. Excursion Tickets on sale during the season for all
Rangeley Lakes Points, steamer connections at Bemis for
all parts o f the Lakes.

The Augusta House will be during the coining
legislature, headquarters for senators, rep
resentatives and committees. The house has
R. S. Y o r k , P rop ’r,
Rangeley, Maine.
been thoroughly renovated and refitted and
now every room is heated by steam. Now is
We have 50,uuu acres of land which contains
the time to engage rooms for the opening some of the best fishing and hunting territory
to be found in the state. Deer and other
Guided Them to Game.
week. Address
game in abundance. Headquarters for par
ties making camping trips .to different
Report of game killed by sportsmen
points. Just the place to come if you want
H. E. Ca f e n , Proprietor,
to get a deer. Address H a r r y M. P i e r c e , that I have guided in 1900:
Eustis, Me. Boston correspondent,
Augusta, Maine.
With Mr. Geo. E. Howe, Mr. W. D.
F. H. LOTBROP, 72 Rutland St.

These ponds are situated twenty seven
miles from Rangeley and are reached by
burkbourd to Kennebago lake, thence by
steamer across the lake and again by buckboard to our camps at Beaver Pond the cen
tre of the Seven Ponds region.
The new buckboard road is not new enough
to lie dangerous, and constant work upon it
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths reiortedtbus daily. From our Camps upon
leaver pond excellent trails afford easy ac
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
trout lisiiing is an unfailing certainty and
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com 
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared
in securing (lie grandest mountain and lake
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests,
for which no charge is made. Trout rise
freely to the ily during the entire season and
“ tales” of io-pounders are constantly heard
Happing in the guides’ quarters. Game of all
kinas is so abundant as to be a positive nui
sance and the following may be hunted in
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou.
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,
Hedgehogs. “ Hearts,” House Flies, Part
ridges, Ducks, Drakes, “ Seven up,” Weasles,
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very
rare, tar ointment is served at every meal
and is deservedly popular.
An excellent
table is kept, upon which more or less food is
served, most of which is consumed by our
guests without abusive language. Good beds
are not unknown; while every luxury to be
found in any modern hotel, may be called
for. Anything that a third-class cam]) trying
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone
who desires to visit the real backwoods and
who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
rates. Guides furnished on application.
Parties wishing to visit this place v ill please
write in advance so that we can have camps
in readiness. The railroads will sell excur
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to
Rangeley.
Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and
they don ’t speak well of us, then address
is direct for any desired information.
Ed . Grant & Son , Beaver Pond, Me.
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Mo o sk h r a d L a k e .

The Seven Ponds.

»♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

♦ For HEALTH, REST, or PLEASURE,

L e w is t o n , M a in e .

Hotel Atwood, opposite Lower Maine Central
R. R. station. Thoroughly renovated, re
furnished, new proprietor. All modern
conveniences. First-class table, cosy rooms.
When in Lewiston give us a call.
P. R. Nb v e n s , Proprietor.
Lewiston, Maine.

A t F a r m in g t o n .

Stoddard House
Most central location. Electric lights and
electric hells. Heated in the summer by hot
air and in the winter by liot, water.
W il l H. M c D o n a l d , Prop’r.
On M o o s e l o o k m e g u n t ic L a k e .

Mooselookmegnntic House,
situated in the heart of the best fishing
district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel Is
2,000 feet above sea level a n d hay fever is
guaranteed to be absolutely unknown.
Address, from November until May, Th eo
L. P a g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington,
D. C. After May 1. Haines’ Landing, Me.
VlaRANG E LE Y.

Kennebago.Lake House, on the shore of Ken
nebago lake. The best fly fishing in tlie
country every day in tlie year. High altitude.
No hay fever. Pure water. Game in abun
dance.
R ic h a r d s o n B r o s ., Proprietors.
E u st is M e .

Tim Pond Camps.
_
. . . . . .
In the Dead River region. Trout rise to the
fly every day in the season. Game Plenty.
1000 feet above the sea level. Send for circu
la r.
J u l i a n K. V i l e s , Eustis, Me.

My next man was A. B. Dodge of
Manchester, N. H. He kil'ed two good
deer but the moose were too shifty for
us; we started a number but got none.
My next party was Mr. W. J. Bodwell, Mr. Chas. Bod well and Mr. A.
Garnsey of Sanford, Me., and Mr. Frank
Hopwell of Boston, Mass. Mr. Hopwell
took home two tine bucks, one weighed
250 pounds. The other members of the
party secured two deer each. We saw a
number of moose and jumped a large
number of them hut owing to the very
poor hunting we killed no moose.
Next came R. P. Jarman o f Brooklyn,
N. Y. He killed one fair sized moose
on November 27. 1 also killed a moose
the same day, which wound up the
moose hunting for this season.
While we did not get as much game
this year as last, it does not follow that
game is becoming scarce; on the con
trary, moose are more numerous than
ever. We jumped as many as seven
moose in one day and I have seen more
moose signs than ever before.
While
getting out Mr. Jarman’s moose, we fol
lowed an old tote road some ten miles
and crossed ten different moose tracks
This has been the poorest hunting, for
the whole season, that I ever knew.
Deer seem to be just as numerous as
ever, in fact I think they are on the in
crease in my section of the country.
We do not hear much at present in re
gard to changing the game laws.
I
think they are as near right at present
as it is possible to have them. Give us
more game wardens and we will have
lots of game.
G e o . C. J o n e s , Registered Guide,
Carratunk, Me,

GOOD GAME RECORD.
i
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BUCK AND MAN FIGH

mystery how Mr. Sylvester could handle
him single handed.
Mr. Sylvester’ s appearance testified to
Sticking; Knife Too Small and his rough work for his clothes were
nearb^all torn off and he was covered
Dull For Good Work.
wjtfi cuts and bruises and it took sev
eral dayjs for him to entirely recover,
Beer Ran Against Tree After Be and ut id safe to wager that it will be a
longj cjfcy before he will tackle a buck
ing Blind* d by Knife.
single handed with nothing but a jack
J. L.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] knife for a weapon.
B i n g h a m , M e ., Dec. 11, 1900.
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N O . 18.

Bucks Fall Before the
Hmiters’ Rifles.

A Lnt-ge Number o f Partridges
Shot at Pray Hill Camps.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
F l a g s t a f f , Dec. 11, 1900.
Many happy hunters have left Pray
Hill Camps this season, all getting their
game. Some of the late ones are: C. E
Gord, Quincy, Mass., two bucks; H. E.
Crane, Q.iincy, Mass., one doe; Fred
erick E. Tupper, Quincy, Mass., two
does; T. W. Moon, West Medway, one
buck; Geo. Ross, West Medway, one
buck; M. L Wetlierbee, Charlestown,
Mass., two bucks; A. L. Kimball,
Charlestown, Mass., one buck; F. J
Cary, Charlestown, Mass., one buck; H.
E. Merrill, Monmouth, one buck; F. R.
Blake, Monmouth, one buck; Jos. F
Mooney, Fall River, Mass., one buck; J.
C. Embury Parmeton, Fall River, Mass.,
one buck; Andrew H. Morrison, Fall
River, Mass., one buck.
Tlie Wentworth party of five made
their third annual trip, November 10,
getting their game as usual, consisting
of some of the finest bucks ever killed
in Maine.
One hundred and twelve partridges
were eaten in these camps in October.
H. D. Young and party made their
third annual hunting trip, getting the
limit on birds and two fine bucks.
Guides, W. W. Wing, L. V. Standisb,
H. R. Horton, Rufus Taylor, Cliff Wing,
Hall Wing.

BUCKS IN BEAU RIVER.
Hunters Who Have Recently Had
Good Luck There.
[Special Correspondence to the M ai ne W oods.]

D e a d R i v e r , Dec. 4, 1900.
Still the game record keeps increasing
and many fine bucks are now being
added to the list. The following are
those that have had good luck recently:
Messrs. E. E. Davis, N. A. Davis of
North Wayne, and Mr. Richard Brittan
of Hopedale, Mass., who were here only
three days, and right in the big storm,
had the good luck to get three nice
bucks. Mr. E. E. Davis was the most
lucky one in the party, getting a dandy
ten-point buck. This was Mr. Davis’ s
and Mr. Britton’s first hunting trip anil
they were well pleased, each having a
nice buck.
Another well pleased party was
Messrs. D. L. Hall, J. R. Bass, Geo. T.
Goodspeed of Wilton, Me., and A. B.
Russell of Boston.
They hunted six
days and had five deer, four of which
were bucks.
Mr. A. D. Parsons of East Wilton,
was here only one day this week and he
ot a fine buck. Harvey Harlow, guide
Thursday, Nov. 29th, was the banner
day for game at Carrabassett station.
There were sixteen deer there together
at one time awaiting the noon train for
shipment.
Mr. Chas. Durrell, who was here one
day last week from Skowhegan, got a
nice buck.
J. G. H a r l o w .

Will Sylvester of West New Portlandwho has a crew getting out pulp wood
for Tiles & Perkins on Sandy stream in
Lexington, hadjratlier an exciting en
counter with a buck deer a few days
ago.
After one of the light falls of snow in
the early part of the month, be started
out one moruiDg with one of his crew to
locate some game if possible, and sent
the man with the rifle round one side of
a swamp, which seemed to be good
cover for game, while he with nothing
but a shotgun loaded with No. 8 shot,
went round on the other side.
He had gone only a short distance
when he heard a deer coming toward
him and standing still soon saw a mag
nificent buck with five-point horns com
ing straight toward him.
He came within three or four rods of
Mr. Sylvester before he saw him and as
the deer turned, he fired, the charge
taking effect in the deer’ s neck, knock
ing him over.
He knew he was not killed as the shot
were too small to be effective for large
game, so he threw down his gun and
drawing his jackknife started to cut the
deer’ s throat.
Grabbing the deer by the horn, he
s’ arted to do the deed but the knife was
very dull and had the point of the blade
broken and closed up on his hand and
tlie buck began to get up, and he knew
he was in for it.
He secured a good hold on his horns
and succeeded in throwing him back
onto lrs side again but every time he
would let go with one hand, the buck
would begin to struggle and he would
have to do his prettiest to keep him
from getting up with him.
The deer was growing stronger all the
time, while Mr. Sylvester was getting
winded and he began to do some very
hard thinking. He says he would have
given up the struggle but did not dare
to for anyone who has ever been in the
Maine woods knows that a buck deer in
close quarters is a bad fellow to handle
and Mr. Sylvester’ s treatment of this
one had not improved his temper any
so it was a case of do up the buck or
get done up himself and he resolved on
one more desperate effort to cut his
throat.
He raised the knife and as he did the
deer gave a leap and came onto his feet
and started for liberty, but he gave
only one leap, which was a good one of
about ten feet, when Mr. Sylvester got
another good hold with both hands and
brought him down again but the buck
was now thoroughly aroused and put
up the toughest kind of a fight aud for
the next few minutes man and deer
were mixed up in all kinds of shapes.
He was getting weak from the strugg b and made a lunge for the deer’s eye
with the knife as a last resort and suc
ceeded in blinding one eye and in a
short time got a cut at the oth°r put
ting out that one also and had him
completely blinded and all he had to do
now was to get away from him.
He watched his chance and giving a
leap cleared the buck’s feet and horns
and the buck being freed immediately
started to run. He did not go a rod be
fore he ran into a tree knocking him
down and Mr. Sylvester, who had re
covered his gun gave him a shot that
finished him. He was a very large one
and dressed 250 pounds and it is still a
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Game Shipments From Kingfiel<L
The shipments of deer this week
have been smaller than last. A party
consisting of three from Fall River re
turned home last ,Monday with three
fine deer. They report deer very plenty
and that they could have shot more i f
they chose to.
M. L. Fickett of. New .Gloucester re
turned home last Monday with a fine
200-pouud buck.
The following is a record of deer
shipped over the Franklin & Megantie
railroad last week: Andrew H. Morri
son, Fall River, doe, 78 pounds; J. C.
Emery Parmeter, Fall River, doe, 108
pounds; Jos. T. Mooney, Fall River,
buds, 90 pounds; A. D. Parsons, East
Wilton, buck, 151 pounds; M. L. Fickett,
New Gloucester, buck, 145 pounds,
Henry Mitchell, Strong, doe, 80 pounds;
Chas. Dyer, Strong, doe, 80 pounds;
Mrs. Frank Dyer, Strong, doe, 60
pounds.
*
Mr. Fred C. Mower of Auburn is one
of the hunters in this vicinity.

Doesn’ t Want Shooting License.
M o r r is t o w n , N. J., Nov. 30, 1900*
M y D e a r S i r : In the issue of this

week’s paper appears an article regard
ing the payment of a license, by non
resident hunters. What are the people
of Maine trying to do, drive the nonres
ident hunters out altogether? If any o f
the large game is getting scarce have
close time on them and enforce the law.
Every fall there is a great cry raised
about some proposed change in the
game laws. The laws now are not gen
erally understood.
Better simplify
those existing now, than to further
complicate matters. A visiting hunter*
as a rule, comes too far and it costs now
quite euougli to make the trip, to in any
way further embarass him. I know the
cost myself, but many of those visitors
would, I know, keep away if the cost o f
the trip were further increased. All
visitors are not rich men, as possibly
your tax advocating correspondent may
be. Those visiting Maine leave a large
sum of money yearly behind them, and
it really seems as if those the most ben
efited by the yearly visitors are yearly
trying to do what will most surely kill
tlie bird that lays the golden egg. Let
■ell enough alone as long as you possi
bly can.
Very truly,
A Y e a r l y V is it o r .

Buck Weighed 200.
Elmer Voter the conductor on the
Passenger train of the Sandy River
railroad returned to his home in Phillips
last week with a 200 pound buck. The
deer had a very fine head with antlefs
of eight points. Mr. Voter has been
hunting for a week with a party con
sisting of Chas. Harnder, Rufus Crosby
and Eben Harnden, ueai Mooselookmeguntic lake. They secured seven deer
during their stay.

Seven Deer, hut No Shot.
Mr. George Lovejoy of West’s Mills,
has returned after quite a long visit on
a deer hunt. Mr. Lovejoy had fine luck
for he brought home a buck aud doe he
shot in New Portland. They were both
fat ones.
Philip Fish shot a fine buck deer a
short time ago on Boardman mountain.
Chas. F. Oliver, while out hunting the
other day, started u p a drove of seven
deer and followed them all day but
failed to get a shot at them.

IF Y O U W A N T

Big Came or
Bird Shoot
Dont fail to include in your trip a visit to the
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Dead River Region
a?
or Rangeley Lakes. Mi
There is sport unsurpassed, and plenty o f game for the hunting.
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W rite for n e w 1900 booklet of inform ation, with
m a p , to . . . . . .

Mi

F. N. B EA L, Phillips, Me.
FLETCHER POPE, Redfngtou, Me.
Supt. S. R. R. R.
Gen. Man’g ’r. P. & R. R, R.
G. M .VOSE, Klngfield, Me., Supt. F. & H. Ry.
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DEER IN RANGEIEY.

DRIVE BROUGHT GAME,

WOODS,

SEPTEMBER DEER WERE FEW.

DECEMBER

14,

1900.

LIVE DEER SHOWED UP.

S P O R T S M E N ’S

SUPPLIES

S P O R T S M E N ’S

SUPPLIES.

Chased Among Buildings and Got Camp Food, “ Such as Mother Moose Admittedly on the Increase Fox Passed Along Just to Vary
In Dead River.
Used to Make.”
Safely Out o f Sight.
the Thing.

Shot Shells Loaded to Order,_ *

B ocks With Big and Perfect An Robinson Party on Megantic Pre Black Brook Bull as a Canoeist Beaver Pond Trail Had Plenty o f
serve Have Usual Good Luck.
tlers Were Shot.
Partridges In View.
Made a Hit.

Du Pont’s
Gunpowder

[Special Correspondence t o the M a in e

W

o o d s .]

R an ge le y , Dec. 11, 1900.
During the big storm of last week a
deer suddenly made its appearance
among the buildings on Lake street. It
was coming at a lively gait from the
grove on the point, now owned by Prof.
Munyon, and jumping fences and going
through gardens
and dooryards, it
crossed Main street near Mial Lamb’ s
blacksmith shop.
Walter Fuller was
one of the first to see it and gave chase
with his rifle, but as the game was
dodging among the buildings he was un
able to get a shot without endangering
the life of some one. It crossed Pleas
ant street and disappeared in the woods
above Haley pond.
Dexter Lamb put
on his snowshoes and gave chase, and
soon came upon and killed it.
It
turned out to be a rather small one, evi
dently a fawn and is reported as having
been previously wounded.
The party consisting of M. B. Skolfield, W. E. and Granville C. Twombly
and Bert Herrick returned on Monday
ironi a week’s hunt on the Kennebago
stream. They brought out two deer.
Another party, W. D. Quimby, F. W.
Miller, E. H. Lowell and Jim Wilcox
also returned from their camp at the
Boulders with five deer. There were no
1 arge ones among them. Geo. M. Esty>
the game warden, joined the party the
last few days and claims one of the deer.
T he best deer in the lot is a spike horn
buck shot by F. W. Miller.
W e are in possession of a buck’ s head
o f eight points which was shipped to us
by a Mr. Curtis of Strong. The deer is
said to have weighed 2S0 pounds and
from the appearance of the head we can
easily imagine that it did. The antlers,
besides being very large and strong, are
nearly perfect in form which is essential
In making up a fine head.
Speaking of fine antlers reminds us of
on e that has occupied a conspicuous
place in Ellis’s barber shop on Main
street for many years. To those famil
iar with deer heads it was hard to be
lieve that they were not artificial. They
bore ten points, the curves of the beams
were perfect and each point was the
exact counterpart of its opposite neigh
b or in length and taper. The head came
from the western states and the taxi
dermist work was wretched—abomniable, having, probably, been stuffed
with arsenic and moss or grass by some
hunter unskilled in even the primary
points of the art. It is to be regretted
that this head has been sold and shipped
to New York instead of being remounted
w ith a new scalp by a good workman.
We are anxious to welcome our old
friend under the new name of the
M aine W oods, and wonder that such a
¡good thing was not thought of before.

DEE51 STAYED BEHIND.
Can’ t Be Shipped Out ot State
Alone by Law.
¿Special correspondence to the M a in e W oods.]
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An interesting question has arison in
regard to shipping deer that were killed
In the Dead River region.
Mr. Wilbert Perry of Hartford, Conn.,
and his friend, Mr. Burnham, killed a
couple of deer. On their return home
these gentlemen had the misfortune to
be on a stage that broke down before
reaching Carrabassett. The result was
that they went ahead and caught their
train for home but were obliged to leave
their deer behind.
No one has the right by law to ship
deer out of Maine without accompaning
it and so this game is still waiting at
Carrabasset station, while the owners
are finding out bow they can get them.

Shooting in Phillips and Avon.
Carlton Bubier and Riy Smith g o ta
fine buck in No. 6 this week.
George Harnden and friend secured
three deer in one day during this week.
Dana Witham of Avon .¡hot a fine doe
near the Raymond Ross farm.
Weston Parker and Llewellyn Fair
banks are among the lucky hunters to
secure a deer this week.
'Charlie Kenniston secured a large
buck deer at Sandy River ponds last
Monday. He and Frank Haley are at
Mr. Haley’ s camp on Sandy River pond
fo r a week’s hunt.
Charles McCrackin, brakeman on the
Phillips & Rangeley railroad, shot a
large buck deer at Redington last Mon
day.
Deer are getting quite tame about
Phillips village. Last Monday one came
ou t near “ Billy” True’s house and made
a number of tracks near the house and
stab’ e, finally going up the road towards
the Hescock & Atwood mill.
Oliver Goding of Avon shot his sec
ond deer on Deo. 4.
Dr. J. H. Rollin of Phillips secured a
nice doe in No. G last Wednesday.

[Special correspondence to the Maine W oods.]
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The last party to visit the Megantic
Preserve this season, consisting of Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
D. C. Pierce and Mr. H. W. Sanborn, all
of Boston, arrived at Eustis late Satur
day evening, Nov. 17. Although warned
by Superintendent Phillips that the trip
would be difficult on account of wash
outs and snow, it was decided to start
early the next morning for Camp Birchwood, on Long pond of the Chain of
Ponds.
After breakfast packs were shouldered
and the long tramp to Lower pond of
the Chain of Ponds commenced, and in
spite of all obstacles camp was reached
late in the afternoon and soon presented
a very cheerful and homelike appear
ance. Monday the hunt commenced in
earnest for fresh meat was needed for
camp and as there was sufficient snow
for tracking great sport was had under
the skillful guidance of Messrs. Earl
Taylor and Grant Fuller, and before
sunset a buck and doe and a good string
of partridges were hanging outside the
camp door.
The first day’ s experience showed
that the deer were very abundant not
withstanding reports to the contrary,
and hunting easy, so it was decided to
shoot only good bucks.
During the first week the weather was
very peculiar. H ’gh temperature and
rain removed the last vestige of snow
and caused a flood which was followed
by a severe hurricane and thunder
storm durif g which one of the club
camps was completely unroofed, and
which nearly wrecked two of the party
who, with their guide, were on the
pond at the time.
Fortunately their
boat, which was unmanageable, wras
driven ashore without being capsized.
This storm was followed by freezing
weather and on Sunday a howling bliz
zard raged all day and about two feet of
snow fell which crusted and made trav
j
elling difficult and still hunting almost
impossible. The ponds were covered
with ice not strong enough to walk on
but thick enough to make it impossible
to force a boat through.
Thanksgiving day was ushered in
with a sno w storm, an ideal old fash
ioned Thanksgiving, scow on the ground
and in the air, the trees and bushes fes
tooned with snow and icicles and the
ponds frozen hard.
After breakfast it was decided to have
a deer drive in order to have good appefite; for the dinner, so the whole party
started for the top of the mountain back
of camp, leaving the guides who were to
start an hour later, circle the swamp
and drive up the mountain
The ascent of the mountain was hard
but the top was finally reached and
lookouts posted at advantageous points
commanding runways through the ra
vines. After a short wait the “ halooing” of the guides was heard in the dis
tance and soon the report of a rifle was
heard, indicating that one fortunate
hunter at least had had a shot.
The guides appeared soon after and
the drive was over with one deer as a
result. Two spike horn bucks were
seen by two different members of th°
party within easy range but they were
not wanted; and a buck and a doe cir
cled around the knoll on which one of
the watchers was placed without his
being aware of their presence.
Well satisfied with the morning’s
sport and with voracious appetites the
party returned to camp and patiently
watied for dinner which was served at
six o ’clock, and such a dinner as it was.
Venison soup, roast venison and chick
ens, broiled partridges and all the “ fix
ings,” followed by plum pudding, mince
and pumkin pies, “ such as mother used
to make.”
After dinner a shooting
match was held and so much skill shown
at snuffing a candle that many trial
matches were required before the win
ner, Mr. Earl Taylor, could be picked.
The following Sunday camp was
broken and the party started down the
ponds on the ice with packs and game
on handsleds, and after a four-mile
tramp the foot of the ponds was reached
where Mr. Isaac Greene was waiting
with a four-horse sled for passengers
and a two-horse sled for the game,
which consisted of six bucks and one
doe.
The night was spent at Eustis and
early the next morning the homeward
trip was continued with many regrets
that the outing, which had proven so
novel and enjoyable, was over.

W. G. Roberts, (No. 246 East
Washington St., Indianapolis, Xnd.,)
wrote, June 18, 1884,

Palmer s Lotion
has completely cured me of

BARBERS’ ITCH
after being treated in vain for over
three years by various M.Ds.”

Lotion Soap
Prevents and assists in curing all
such afflictions. By Druggists only.
For sale by W. A. D. Cragin.

[Special correspondence to the Maine W oods ] [Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
P h i l a d e l p h i a , Dec. 10, 1900.
I
had
the pleasure of taking my wife
The deer hunting season is at about
its close for 1900. It has been a very “ down east” this summer for the first
good season at this place although not time. We reached the Rangeley Lake
so many deer have been secured as in House on a lovely Saturday early in
the past two seasons. But the trouble is September and on the following Mon
not because the game has been scarce, day, we started for “ Ed Grant’ s” camps
for all who have been in the woods on Beaver pond. You know what that
since the snow came say tha tdeer are means. Fun!! We never had so much
just as plenty as ever. Everyone knows diversified amusement in a day since we
that October was the hardest and poor contracted matrimony eleven years ago.
est month we ever experienced here for Dr. Libbey of Rangeley was with us, and
deer hnnting on account of the extreme he “isavecl our lives” just before dinner
dry weather. And the leaves stayed on at Kennebago lake. After we started
the trees until very late there being no on the second ten or twenty (?) mile
ride from Kennebago to “ Ed Grant’ s
frost to take them off.
Another thing to make the number camp” he had to “ save my life” several
less was that only two September deer times. About half way in from Kenne
were shot this year where last year bago my wife remarked that she would
everyone was after them and a number like to see a live deer in its natural
were shot. If there had been as many haunts.
I was walking ahead of the buckboard
hunters here in November as there were
“
to
save the horses and my Sunday
in October, the record would have been
trousers” and promised Mrs. Chadthe largest we ever had.
But there is one satisfaction about it. bourne that I would show her a live
What game has been shot was of a much deer before we reached camp, (if we
better class, much larger and mire backs never got there.) Within ten minutes
after that remark, I looked down to the
secured than does.
Moose are surely on the increase, as left toward the “ Meadow Grounds” and
everyone who goes into the woods will there, within forty rods of me, stood
admit. Almost every party that has one of the largest does I ever saw, feed
been on a hunting trip has seen one ing as unconcernedly as though buckalthough scarcely one in the Dead River boards and men were unknown. I held
region has been shot this year, owing to up my hand, stopped the buckboard ami
the fact that no snow fell until the my wife got out, walked up to where I
moose season was closed. Several in was, and had probably as fime a view of
this section had experiences with them a real, wild deer as anyone could possi
to their heart’ s content. Some of them bly ask for. Further along our path a
declared that they were heartily content big fox passed in front of us and numer
after they had got up a good sized pine ous partridges were seen.
Just before dark we arrived at the lit
tree and watched the old fellows from
above, the same as Dr. T. M. Gallagher tle trail leading to Beaver pond and in
of 389 Washington street, Newton, five minutes we were in a canoe crossing
Mass., did. While Mr. F. D. Asche of the little pond, with the camps in view
What a pretty
26 Broadway, New York, and F. D. |on the farther shore.
Van Nostrand of 241 Washington street, ; sight it was! Darkness was fast creep
New York, declared that they never ing over the hills; the camps were full
thought a big bull moose would get into a and every lighted window shone out, a
canoe as one did try to do when they miniature lighthouse. The lazy dip of
w
fishing
Black Brook pond las ! the paddle scarcely disturbed the lily
pads and the occasional splash of a be
11gust.
Following is a list of those that se lated trout was the only sound to break
cured game at Harlow Bro.’s Ledge the stillness of that early September
House and Cabins, during the past night.
In five minutes all was changed, when
season.
C C Brooks, Hallowell, two does; F J we lauded and “ Will” Grant came for
Clark, Farmington, one doe; H B ward to say “ Hello!” and ask you to
Brown, Farmington, one buck; D A “ shake dice.” Five minutes more and
Snow, Cambridge, one doe; J O Gould, we were in our own log cabin “ washing
Cambridge, two bucks; C A Parris, up” and watching the sparks fly from
Cambridge, two bucks; Mason H Gray, j the big logs in our ample fireplace.
Venison
Boston, two bucks; Howard Wheeler, ' And oh, what a supper!
Boston, oue buck, oue doe; R E Puffer, chops, brook trout, hot biscuits, good
Boston, one buck; C E Johnson, Boston, coffee, baked potatoes, etc., etc., until
one buck; R E Wade, Boston, one doe; you could eat no more. And so I might
Dr T M Gallagher, Newton, one doe; go on and write and write about the
E T Latham, Newton, one doe; J Mitch good time we had, the deer, the trout,
ell, Marblehead, one buck; Dr E A the beaver we saw, and the perfect
Skorey, Dover, N H, one buck; F E Gar- weather we had, but I have bored you
side, Dover, N H, one buck; M W Man- enough, in closing I do want to say,
ter, Readrteld, one buck; E L Luce, however, that I have seen a good deal
North Wayne, one buck; H J Hid, of the Maine woods, but that I have
Hartford, oue buck, oue doe; J W Ful never had a more pleasant trip or sat
ler, Hartford one buck, one doe; J T down to so good a table as I found at
Crankshaw, Philadelphia, two bucks; “ Grant’ s Camps” at Beaver pond.
A . H. C h a d b o u r n e .
J L Whitaker, Philadelphia, one buck,
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one doe; E E Davis, North Wayne, one
buck; N A Davis, North Wayne, one
State Game Notes.
buck; Richard Brittan, Hopedale, one
Herbert Thomas, son of F. P. Thomas
buck; D A Hall, Wilton, one buck; J R, of Andover, brought into the village one
Biss Wilton, one buck; G F Goodspeed, of the handsomest bucks seen for a long
Wilton, one doe; A B Russell, Boston, time. The animal weighed about 225
two bucks; R H Wheelden, Boston, one poun ds and had a good set of horns.
buck; A D Parsons, East Wilton, one
buck; J.F Rowell, Portland, one buck;
Alonzo L. Spearin of Passadumkeag,
C E Durrell, Skowhegan, one buck; L J has returned home from around Patten
Hall, Wilton, one doe; A E Trask, W il with a good deer.
ton, one doe; L Roncourt, Waterville,
two bucks; M Roncourt, Waterville, one
A deer came out at the high bridge in
buck; C Weston, Temple, two bucks;
Rumford
Falls the other day and looked
Harvey Harlow, Dead River, one buck;
H H Harlow, Dead River, one buck; down onto the improvements, then be
Ether Harlow, Dead River,' one buck; took himself to the woods again.
Mabel Harlow, Dead River, one buck;
Frank LeDoux, William Pickering,
Mrs Mae Harlow, Dead River, one buck;
Jim Harlow, Dead River, two bucks David Robinson and F. A. Porter, Jr.,
improved the snow last week to get a
Total, 57 deer: 43 bucks, 14 does.
They went near the outlet of
W E Demmin, New York, one fo x ; deer.
H L Ross, Philadelphia, one fox, one Roxbury pond and soon struck a track.
wild-cat; Harvey Harlow, Dead River, LeDoux followed it, at last coming up
one fox; H H Harlow, Dead River, one in sight of a deer. He shot at it and
otter; with 216 partridges to the cred it! brought the animal to the ground. He
left his rifle standing against a tree and
of the company for the table.
went to cut the throat of the game, but
Thus finishes the season.
the deer objected and started to run.
J. G . H a r l o w .
Tnereupon the hunter caught him by
the leg and twisted it about a tree, at
tempting to break it, but the deer was
Alleged Illegal Fishing.
too smart and went off at great speed,
Last Monday forenoon the case of not so much as showing a limp for his
State vs Howard Wright was heard treatment.
before Justice Colby Bartlett of Wilton
for illegal fishing on Coos stream, a
Maine Woods Lyric.
tributary to Wilson pond.
(Written
for the Main e W oods .)
The case presented that: On Oct. 27,
There are people by the hundreds
while Enoch Bridges was going to his
hat go up into Maine,
line of traps he saw the defendent with
Some ones to catch the frisky trout,
his rifle and spear near the stream. He
And som e to kill the game.
at oiice reported to Game Warden Leon
Yet out o f all these people,
Bump what had taken place and on in
There are a few , mighty few,
vestigation Bump found one dead salm
Wlio’re bright enough to “ catch on”
To the yarns told by the “ slew.”
on that had been speared and one that
was almost dead upon the shore of the
Some listen with open eyes and mouth,
To stories of big trout,
stream.
That with rod, hook, line and all,
At once Wright was arrested and the
Have quietly lighted out.
case prepared for trial. This is not the
Some
others sit and shiver
first time Wright has been before a
At tales of moose and bear,
justice for illegal fishing. Judge Bart
Which turn upon the hunters,
lett fined him $12 and costs. The case
With howls and bristling hair.
was appealed to the February term of
And last o f all but no ways least,
the Supreme court to be held in Farm
Are those good natured souls,
Who leave the camp with cheerful zeal
ington, Blanchard was the attorney
To find the Mystic Bean Holes.
for the state and Jos. C. Holman ap
C. A. H.
peared for Wright.
Bridgeport, Conn.

AND

Smokeless
Powder
For Shot Guns and Rifles.
For sale by

J. C. Corson,

Wilton, Me.

E. I. DUPONT de NEMOURS & CO., Wilmington, Delaware.

WELD TEAM LOAD OF GAIAIE.
Ten Beer Killed Within the Past
Week About Here.
Something About What Gunners
on Lake Webb Are Doing.
[Special correspondence to the M a in e

W

o o d s .]

H. M.

B A R R ETT,

WELD,

riAINE.

Builder of FINE CEDAR BOATS.
¡53F“ Write for price list and
catalogue.

E. M. W H ITE,

descriptive

OLD TOW N, M E.

MANUFACTURER OF

*

FINE CAN V A S CANOES,

made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im
peifections and second to none in the market. A1
W e l d , Dec. 12, 1900
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made
Since your last report from Weld ten at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles,
,
deer have been killed in this vicinity chairs, etc.

and leport says they were nearly all
good big bucks.
Yesterday Mr. W. Bickford of Lewis
ton and his friend, Mr. J. T. Knight, a
New Hampshire man, passed through
the village with a good big pung load of
deer. There were four of them and
they were mostly good big ones. These
gentlemen had Charles Swett for guide.
Ira Masterman and Victor Marden
shot one each yesterday, and two others
have been secured by men whose names
I haven’ t learned.

BFFH

BROUGHT $1.00.

Stratton Young Man Was Angry
But Lumbermen Have Money.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]

Wood and Bamboo Rods
made to order and repaired.
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood
Rod and Split Bamboo.

E. T . H O A R ,
Rangeley,
Maine.
Knapsacks
and

for

Sportsmen

Guides.

Snowshoes made to order and repaired.
G-uns repaired. Boots and shoes repaired.
Harness repaired.
Chairs
repaired and
hottomed. Also harness supplies.
W. E. Tw o m b l y , Rangeley, Me.

T A X I D E R M I S T S .

Taxidermy
Send your Moose, Caribou and Deer Heads
|and other trophies o f the chase to

St r a t t o n , Dec. 12, 1900.
The laugh is on Walter Taylor, a
young man who lives in Stratton and
who is something of a hunter, in fact he
9 7 Park View Ave.t B a n gor, M e .,
is a good one. He went out the other for mounting. Our motto is: •‘Correctness,
lightness and no fancy prices.”
day and succeeded in wounding a deer. elegance,
We are licensed by the game commissioners
The next morning he took his track of the state and do your work quicker better
and cheaper tba any other taxidermist. All
again and drove him into the road.
work guarante^l. Inspection invited Many
We are bound to suit you In
The deer got pretty well ahead of references.
every respect.
Walter but fell down in the road. At a
convenient time two Frenchmen bound
All Sportsmen consider that
for the woods, came along an 1 promptly
struck the deer aud dragged him to
Stratton. There they sold him to Dr.
Brimigion for $4.00. The doctor was
Is the best remedy for Sunburn,
perfectly innocent in the matter and was
Chilblains, Ivy Poison. E c:em a,
cutting up his deer when Walter ! Blackheads, Pimples and all
Scalp Diseases, hives, blisters,
reached Stratton.
burns and all insect bites. De
Meanwhile the men had pocketed
lightfully soothing after a shave.
their money and gone on to Crocker,
Ask your druggist for a bottle.
town to work in the woods.

Carl Braun & Co., <

E LLIS’S LOTION

M ANUKACTÜKKD

Strong Beer Got Away.

NATT ELLIS.

-

-

o n l y

b y

R a n g e le y

He.

Last Friday, Mrs. Horratio Luce, who
lives near the Sandy river, below the
corn factory, saw a very large buck
deer in front of her house not more than
eight rods from the window. The deer
went up the main road as far as the
new school house and from here across
the wire bridge. By the time he had
got to the wire bridge the report came
to some of the would be-slayers of the
village and shouldering their rifles they
started in hot pursuit. He was tracked
for a mile or two but no one was able
to get a shot at him.

TAYIDERiVll T. Trout flezzo, the only ar
tist.ic method of mounting fish by which the
natural color is preserved. Work o f everv
description done in the highest style o f the
art
J- W aldo Nash , Norway, Maine.

Wild Game Pets.

Years o f experience
in the Rangeley Lake
region in the construc
tion of cabins, o ttages
and hotels, which I
take pleasure in referring to as the
best class o f work that has been
done in this region.
Camps and
cabins a specialty. F or further in
formation apply to
A . J. H a l e y ,
Rangeley, M e.

Mr. Sam Fuller of Eustis has two nice
mink and a sable. He also bas a fox
that is a cross grey. Albert White has
a nice large deer. Myron Stevens and
Ray Ricker each have a fine deer.

Two Beer Captured.
Mrs. Frank Dyer and Mr. Chas. Dyer
of Strong returned home from Carra
bassett, last Monday with two fine doe
deer. They have been hunting fo r a
week at John Goldsmith’ s camp, and
they had excellent success, as related
above.

Ha nd M a d e
T r o u t and
S a lm o n Flies.
Double Snell and Hook
Best wearing FLY made.

DILL, Rangeley, flame.

Live W i l d A n i m a l s W a n t e d .
State lowest price for sound animals.
J. T. Bknson , Auburndale, Mass

Log

Cabins a Specialty.

Geo. H. Snowman,
Rangeley Lakes,
Rangeley, Haine,

Contractor
j * and Builder.

A. J. H A LE Y ,
C o n t r a c t o r and B u ild e r.

WATER
From Knowlton’s
Soda and
Sulphur Springs
Is a Certain Cure for

COCKER SPANIELS FOR SALE.
Liver White and ticked Cocker Spaniel
Dogs and Pups. Beauties.
J. A. KING,
Holeb, Maine.

lUKOPEAN PLAN. Special Breakfast
it 40 cts. and table d’hote dinner 50 cts.
Electric Lights.
Steam Heating.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.

Dyspepsia

.

.

,

and has cured some o f the wors
cases o f Piles, Liver, Stomach
and Kidney Troubles, etc.
It
also increases the appetite.
F or circulars, analysis and tes
timonials, address,

J. B. K N O W L TO N ,
One Person, $1.00 per day and upward.
Two Persons, $1.50 per day and upward.
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta
tion Cars to Elm St.
From North Station,—Take Subway Cars
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm St.
C. A. JONES, Prop.

Proprietor,
STRONC,

•

M A IN E.

M A IN E
¡SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES.

ï

S P O R T S M E N ’S

SPORTSMEN’S

S U P P L IE S .

WOODS,
SUPPLIES.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*

Laflin & Rand Powder Co.,
Makes

all kinds of

Powders

for all

kinds of Guns'

♦

*
♦
❖
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
f

E n c l o s e six c e n t s in s t a m p s for 1901 C al en da r.
--------------.«•••••••••«-------------

♦
♦

Correspondence Invited.

♦

♦
♦

♦

L A F L IN & R A N D P O W D E R C O .,
99 Cedar Street,
. New York C itv.
Hunters Near liiiigfleld.

Sportsmen’s Show In Boston.

♦

!

♦

♦

FLY ROD’S NOTE BOOK.

F. C. Mower of Auburn and two
friends, W. VV. Bolster, Jr., of Lewiston,
Driving
a professor in Bates college, and W. B. (Janie Secured While
Fowler of the Atherton Furnishing Co.,
Along a Cross Hoad.
are at Mr. Mower’s camp on Dutton
pond for a week’s hunting.

During the past few days a band of a
hundred or more Indians connected with
the show have created considerable
excitement among the quiet folk of
Boston town by appearing on the public
streets in all the glory of their pictur
esque regalia. The sight of an Indian
walking along Washington street attired
in ordinary clothing vrould attract but
little attention, but a crowd of a dozen
or more redskins with paint on their
faces and wearing red blankets, and Albion Savage and Others Who
mingling with the crowds on the busy
Will Cut Spmce.
thoroughfares has generally been cause
sufficient for a continued sensation dur
ing the entire time of their presence on Some Figures Stating Amount
the streets.
Put In by Different Firms.
It was the original intention to open [Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
the sportsmen’s show on Thanksgiving
E u s t is , Me ., D ec. 12, 1900.
day, but the large numbers of exhibi
Lumbering
prospects are good this
tors who have applied for space in
which to display their individual pro winter in the Dead River region. Daily
ductions made it impossible to open on woodsmyi are coming in and going out
scheduled time, inasmuch as the differ from the camp but the number that go
ent concerns could not be in readiness out exceed those coming in, making it
on the original date of opening. The hard for the lumbermen who are de
additional time of one week, however, pendent on a full crew.
Sawed lumber is bringing from $1.00
has given all concerned opportunities
to
$1.50 more a thousand this year than
for the proper presentation of all dis
plays and exhibits on the newly appoin- it has lormerly and for this reason near
ed date of opening, and judging from ly every land owner of marketable lum
he element of roar and bustle which j ber is pushing business as fast as possi
now exists in the old Park Square sta ble. If this price continues, it will be
tion, where the show is to be given, it bard to estimate the winter’ s cut, but it
is apparent that everything will be in will exceed by far any former lumbering
readiness when the hour of opening busiuess done in this region.
Albion Savage is lumbering near
arrives.
The Garden proper now presents a Kibby for Clark, Moore <fe Wilbur and
scene unrivalled for its picturesque expects to put iu two and one-balf mil
beauties. The decorations, the trees, lion; on Jim pond for E. P. Viles and
the artificial rivulets, most natural in Forest Goodwin of Skowhegan, one and
their presentation, the Indians, the one-half million; on tbe Big Spencer for
miniature hills, the animial park, the Geo. L. Smith, two million.
Lawrence, Newhall will put in eight
Indian villages, and the thousands of
fishes, monkeys, and birds, all tend to million on Alder stream for the Berlin
make the present effort of the Maine Mills Co., and at the Chain of ^Ponds,
Sportsmen’s Exhibit one of the most seven million.
John R. Yiles for tbe Franklin, Som
complete and comprehensive of any
similar enterprise ever attempted. The erset Land Co. will cut from four to six
mammoth train shed in which the million.
Newtou & Colby are lumbering on tbe
garden is located has been equipped
Big
Spencer and will get six million.
with steam heating apparatus, and is
The Crockertown Lumber Co. will
now as comfortable as the station buildng, there being preserved a normal land at their mill at least eight million.
Josiah Chase will land about a mil
temperature electrically arranged to
lion
in Dead River.
Otis Sanborn at
average 70 degiees. Many arrange
ments have been entered into during Eustis, Chas. Wyman, Stratton, and
the past few days tending to the special Leonard Hinds of Stratton, expect to
issuance of the various athletic events put 800,000 into Stony Brook.

LUMBERING IN DEAD RIVER.

j
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scheduled on the program, the pro
gram for the bicycle seasou being the
most comprehensive ever given at an
indoor meet in all New England. The j
management of the enterprise has |
opened negotiations with all the leading
riders of the world and it is now pro
posed to hold an international meet
during the month of January, during
which time the middle distance world’s
championship will be decided. These
events, in addition to the six day bicy.
cle race which will be participated in by
all the riders who take part in the New
York six day race, together with the
motor cycle contests are features calcu
lated to arouse the interest of all lovers
of matters sportive.

Boat Building'.
H. W. Loomis of Rangeley is’ gdoing a
rushing business this winter in building
his famous Rangeley boats. He has se
cured the services of Arthur Ambury,
a competent workman, and at present
has 30 boats nearly completed.

Laflin & Band Calendar.
An electro of the Laflin & Rand Pow
der company’s 1901 calendar appears in
their space showing in a general way
the attractive style of their new produc
tion. It is an ornament and an excel
lent investment at 0 cents.

WHEN Y O U O RD ER

Baker’s Chocolate
or Baker’s Cocoa
E X A M IN E T H E PACKA G E Y O U RECEIVE
AND

MAKE

SURE

T H A T I T B E A R S OUR
TR AD E-M A R K .

“ La Belle
Chocolatiere"
Under the decisions of the U. S. Courts
no other Chocolate or Cocoa is entitled to
be labelled or sold as “ Baker’s Chocolate”
or “ Baker’s Cocoa.”

Walter Baker & Co. Limited
E s t a b l is h e d 1780

DORCHESTER, MASS.
C O L D M E D A L , P A R IS , 1 9 0 0

The Doe’s Feet to Be Made Into
Inkstands.
P h i l l i p s , M e ., Dec. 11, 1900.

One cold night the middle of Novem
ber, I arrived at the Border City Hotel,
Calais, on the 10.30 train. I bad only
reached my room when a lady called at
my door saying: “ There are several of
your acquaintantances in the private
parlor who wished me to invite you to
join us, as we are just going to have a
‘ hot dog.’ ” No doubt 1 looked my aston
ishment as l accepted, but with not the
le ist idea of what a “ hot dog” was.
I exchanged greetings with old friends,
and was introduced to Hon. W. R. Pettangall of Machias, who, without doubt,
is one of the brightest and smartest
lawyers in Washington county. He will
be sure to make himself heard at Au
gusta this winter, and the people could
not have selected a more able man to
represent them.
“ I am most happy to be with you, but
don’ t think I care for any dead dog,”
was my remark, while all joined in the
laugh at my expense.
“ Why, it is hot dog we are to have.
Did you never eat them in all your
travels?” I confessed I had not; this
was my first experience.
On the centre table was a chafing dish,
the water boiling, while one of the gen
tlemen officiated, and I soon learned
that a “ hot dog” was some kind of a
German sausage, I have forgotten what,
which, after it was boiled for a time;
was cut lengthwise, covered with French
mustard, put. between fresh rolls and
were ready to serve, a very tempting
lunch, which I ate and enjoyed and was
ready for “ another dog” with the rest
of the party.
“ Have you shot a deer since you came
to Washington county?” asked Mr. Pettangall. I told him I could not see a
deer if I had my rifle with me, and was
going'khome without one, which Game
Warden Ross declared I should make a
mistake by doing.
Before I said good night to the party
Mr. Pettangall said if I would accept the
invitation and return to Machias he
would see that one of the best guides, a
real woodsman and hunter not excelled,
1
was ready to take me for a hunting trip
where there were plenty of deer, and he
hoped I would not have the buck fever.
I am always glad to go to Machias,
where at the Eastern Hotel with Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Hamilton one always
feels at home, and was there at the ap
pointed time. It began tq rain and I in
tended to start for home but my friends
insisted that I stay until the clouds had
rolled by.
Friday evening Mr. Pettangall called
and introduced me to the guide, Oscar
E. Bowers, and I said to him: “ I sup
pose you will guarantee that I can shoot
a big buck with a handsome set of horns
before tomorrow night if I go where you
have planned,” and the guide answered:
“ Well, I know there are plenty of deer
in our county, but, of course, no one can
be sure of finding them just when and
where they want them, for we do not
keep them hitched down here.”
I made up my mind that the guide
was all right and felt more sure of a
deer than I should if he had made prom
ises no hunter could expect would be
kept. It was arranged that we leave
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the hotel about 4 o’clock the next morn
ing. Mrs. Hamilton put up a big box
of food for we were to .uneh on the
road the next day.
I borrowed an alarm clock and took
it to my room and told them there was
no need of anyone getting up to see us
off. The first thing I knew, iu the mid
dle of the night as it seemed to me, that
clock was making noise enough to wake
everyone iu the hotel, and I was rolling
it up in a blanket trying to hush its
music, but it kept on going, while I
quickly dressed, not forgetting to put
on two sweaters under my hunting
jacket. Going quietly down stairs 1
found Mr. Hamilton sitting in the office
before a huge open fire.
“ Good morning, Fly Rod; all ready,
are you. I did not believe you would
go and don’t think your guide did for
he has not come.”
“ Yes, he fias,” I said for just then 1
heard a step on the piazza, and he looked
surprised as he said: “ Well, I am all
ready, so is the team, but I did not half
expect yon would be.”
“ Where are you going and when shall
we look for you back?” asked Mr.
Hamilton.
“ We are to drive through East Ma
chias to Whiting, then by the cross road
to Cutler, where I hear many deer are
seen, and if Fly Rod gets a shot from
the carriage shall return tonight. We
will telephone you this afternoon.
Goodby.” And at 4 20 o ’ clock, a. m,,
we were off.

3
you the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, we ate our din
ner at breakfast time and have only a
cup of tea to offer you,” and we all
joined in a hearty laugh as I said. “ I
want you to take dinner with us,” for I
remembered the generous box of luuch
from Hotel Eastern.
How I pity those who have never en
joyed a midday meal, cooked out of
floors; [ kept my seat only changing
from one side of the fire to the other, as
the smoke made me tearful. There was
a partridge in camp which the boys
wished me to have, and Bowers soon
had it dressed and broiling on a stick
over the fire. I doubt if four hungry
hunters ever enjoyed a better feast than
did we, sitting there under the clear
November sky. Such is the true heart
ed, courteous hospitality I have always
found in the Maine woods, at the Rangeleys, Moosehead, in the Aroostook wil
derness and in Washington county,
hundreds of miles apart, yet always the
same in the grand old pine tree state,
where I have met hundreds of sports
men.
We were discussing plans for the
afternoon when the team came to take
the young gentlemen and their game
home, and we shook hands, wishing
each other “ good luck” and I could but
wonder if we should ever meet again.
“ No deer yet, let’s return to Machias
and give up the hunt, there is deer for
everyone but me.”
Bowers said, we were some ten miles
from Cutler, that we had better dine
there, and I spend tbe Sabbath. It
would give me a chance to see more of
the sea coast. On the way I saw a little
deer, but did not waste powder on the
baby. I wanted a big buck and as
there were plenty of tracks I intended
to have one. On the road we met ever
so many hunters. Two young ladies
who were rabbit hunting and had shot
two.

From my experience it seems as if the
Washington county roads are always
good. It was a warm morning and
seemed more like spring than autumn.
In the dim light just before dawn we
drove through East Machias village and
when several miles beyond stopped at a
farmhouse and bought a cup of hot cof
fee and had luncheon. The “ country
school inarm” boarded here and the
family all expressed the wish that I
might shoot a deer. One youngster said:
We reached Cutler, such a quaint
“ You be the fish woman hain’ t ye? The little village by the sea, in the middle
one who caught so many salmon at of the afternoon. As the hotel, a pretty
Grand lake and writes for the news summer house accommodating about
paper. Too bad you got hurt when you one hundred guests, which was finely
like to fish and hunt so well.” Then located overlooking the ocean, was
turning to the guide said: “ Say, don’t I closed, I had been told to go to, Mrs.
you suppose she could get a shot at a I Fred Wilder’ s, where I was most kind
deer over on the ridge? One feller ye§- j ly received and hospitably entertained
terday shot thirteen times but never in their delightful home.
touched the deer.”
I went to the telephone office for
We drove past Whiting, a pretty little Ieverywhere you go in this part of our
country village. We often met hunters state along the sea coast or into the
coming and going on the road, and if ! camp, there is excellent telephone ser
they could not tell us of shooting a deer vice. I called up my friends at Machias
they knew just how many shots some thirty miles away, also at Eastpoit, re
other fellow had fired and missed every i ported “ plenty of deer, but I have not
time. On the cross road, which was for j shot one.” Leaving me with Mrs.
miles through a burnt district, there i Wilder, my guide said gouby until
were so many fresh deer tracks it almost ! Monday morning.
seemed as if they had been going that
Cntler is one of Maine’ s best harbors,
way like a flock of sheep.
and in the early history of our state was
When we reached the ridge about 10
noted for smugglers coming and going
o’ clock we decided to hitch the horse by
from here. There is a sardine factory
the roadside. I was to go onto tl.e
here which does not belong to the trust.
ridge a few rods away, while the guide
Benj. O. Bowers, Jr., a New Yorker is
traveled in a circle and tried to start a j
manager, and boarded at Mrs. Wilder’s.
deer. I soon found out my good fortune
From him I learned many new and in
in having a real hunter for a guide. My
teresting facts to me, about the sardine
instructions were: “ Just keep on the
business, one of Maine’s profitable in
ridge where you can see that deer run.
dustries and regretted the factory was
I hope you will get a shot before I re
not running the day I was there. Mr.
turn at noon time.”
Bowers this season pays out more than
—
thirty thousand dollars in that little
To me there is a perfect fascination to j
village. The day before, eighty hogs
be alone in an unknown forest. Several
heads of the fish were brought in by the
times I heard distant shots. Twice I
fishermen. One should visit these
heard what I supposed to be a deer but
little towns where so much money is
did not see one. I came to a deep
paid out for sardines to realize what it
spring hole, where the water came bub
means for our state and people.
bling up out of the earth and the fresh
tracks of many deer told me that 1 was
In the harbor were many different
not the first one to take a morning
vessels. From a three-masted schooner
drink here.
Once a squirrel chattered loudly and the flag was flying at half mast, and the
dropped his lunch at my feet as he hur villagers all seemed sad and thoughtful,
ried away, and several partridges flew for the evening before Captain Hunt,
up. I came to a tree where a deer’s who had followed the sea all his life,
heart was hung up and I saw one had came into the harbor. The wind was
been killed and dressed there only a blowing and it was raining hard. The
few hours before. I knew it was past vessel, which was loaded with oil bar
noon and time for the guide to return rels, was anchored close to the wharf^
when close by me I heard a whistle, It was very dark as the Captain laid
which I answered and in another di down the paper he was reading and
rection heard a whistle, just then a fine went on deck. Soon from out of the
looking young gentleman with rifle in darkness was heard the cry, “ I am over
hand raised his cap and said. “ I beg board,” and there close to the shore the
your pardon Miss, but I saw you and good man was drowned, proving to the
feared if you heard me you might fire.” sailors his belief that “ we die when our
Just then Bowers can^ up supposing I time comes.”
Everyone I met had a kind word to
had whistled for him. We were only
a few rods from the road where our say for this kiudhearted sea captain
team was hitched. Our new acquain whose family lives in Eastport. All day
tance proved to be James Radley of boats were in the harbor, the sailors
North Cutler, who with his friend Wm. trying to recover the body. After dark
H. Ackley of Machias Port, had been I heard the sound of quiet voices and
here for a weeks’ hunt, and James was the dull stroke of a hammer. “ They
the one who the day before shot the have found the body and are making a
deer. He told us they both left camp coffin to take the Captain back to his
at daylight and intended at noon to family,” I heard one of the sailors say
meet some three miles below where in a broken voice to his companion.
they were camping but he was off the
trail when he discovered me. A team
was coming that forenoon to take them
home. We offered to drive him back to
camp “ Wild Cat” and take dinner with
them. On the way we met Ackley who
was anxiously waiting his friend’s re
turn. We reached the camp, a comfort
able one, where the young men had
been staying for a week. The deer, a
big one was bung up close by. There
was no stove in the camp, but a fire was
soon built out of doors. While the
gentlemen were bringing wood for the
fire, the horse was given his dinner and
I sat on an old log enjoying life while
others did the work.
“ Say boys, would you like us to take
dinner with you, you don’ t say a word
about it,” I remarked.
“ Oh yes,” said Radley, “ but to tell

we heard from the is’ and I judged other»
thought so, too.
The life saving station is on Cross
island, and next summer I hope to
accept the invitation to visit it. From.
Cutler I could see the light flash fromthe lighthouse miles out at sea. Mr..
Chas. E. Smith, a young gentleman
whom I met and next summer hope to,
accompany for a day to the lighthouse.,
told me this pathetic story as we>
watched the gleam of light out at sea:
Two winters ago there were weeks n o
boat could come or go to the lighthouse..
The keeper was taken sick and died»
There was no one with him but his wife,,
who for more than a month never failed
in her duty to keep the light burning,,
that no vessel should be dashed against
the rocks, and alone watched by the
side of her dead husband. At last the
sea grew calm and ready hands answered:
the signal of need from the lighthouse,
and went over and brought the body to
the little churchyard on the shore.
Think of that brave woman, w hose
name even I could not learn, and thank
God that there are noble heroes in this,
twentieth century living way down h erei
in Maine.
The next day it was too rainy for me.*
to hunt and although we met seventeen
hunters I did not get a shot as we drove
back to Machias.
It had snowed and rained all one fore
noon. After dinner it cleared away and!
Mr. Bowers drove up to the hotei and!
asked me if I did not want to drive out
on the Jonesboro road a few miles, as
one deer had been shot there that mo ril
ing and several seen.
I was ready in a short time and said»
as my rifle was handed me, I had better
leave it at home if I wanted to see deer.
We had gone some six miles and I hadii
just seen fresh tracks when suddenly il
looked up and there, not two hundred
yards away stood a big buck beside the
road. Vvestopped the horse and as I
raised my rifle I remembered I never
carried a cartridge in the barrel, and as
the click sounded the deer looked up
and bounded awav, and I had missed,
the very deer I had been looking for and
had not fired a shot either! My gu id e
laughed heartily as I looked up, think
ing what I did not say. I then half
cocked my rifle and declared I would b e
ready next time as we turned onto a
cross road.
Perhans we had gone two miles when
in an open field I saw a doe and two
fawns, but before we got within shoot
ing distance another team came along
and frightened them. We still drove
slowly when standing directly in the
middle of the road on a rise I saw a
deer. We stopped the bórse and I got
out of the carriage thinking I could get
nearer. I raised my Winchester and
fired, and before the deer was out o f
sight fired again.
“ You hit her; keep quiet,” said the
guide.
“ You don’t mean that was a doe?” E
asked anxiously. But it was and I don’ t
think I felt half as proud as the guide
did when we drove up to the hotel Just
at dusk, but did not forget to tell them
I had seen five deer that afternoon and
missed a big buck.
I took the deer to Calais that night,
the guide going up with me. I gave it
to Mr. Dowst to be divided among
friends, but saved several steaks for
Portland friends. The feet I sent to
Abbot Frazar. the Boston taxidermist,
to be made into inkstands, which at.
IChristmas times will prove to friends 1
shot a deer in Washington county.
F ly R od.

Deer In Snow.
Carleton F. Bubier shot a nice deer
last Saturday, Dec. 8th. The deer was
killed just south of Berry mountain
where Dole & Stewart lumbered a few
years ago. Carleton thought the buck
would weigh about 100 pounds. T w o
young bovs were out in the hunt als O
Isaac Bubier, Jr., and G. R. Smith, on e
of whom shot at the deer.
Carleton says there is not less than
three feet of snow up in that region ^
and that they did not chase the deer
over a mile before they tired him o u t
and shot him. The present paragrapher bought a piece of this venison and
slthough living where he sees many
deer each year, this is the first bit o f
“ deer meat” he has had for many years.

Shooting Accident.
T. R. Wing of Phillips, accidentally
shot himself with a 34-55 rifle, while out
hunting last Wednesday. The balB
entered his right hand and followed the
bone, lodging at the elbow. Dr. Currier
of Phillips dressed the wound and the
patient is comfortable at this writing.
N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .

The Augusta House, Augusta, inserts;
an ad in the list.
See advertisement of Hotel Atwood,
Lewiston, in this week’s issue.

Gam© Kecord Corrected.
In our “ record of game for the week,”
in the last issue, Mr. and Mrs. A. W .
Robinson of Boston, are credited only
with does. This was an error as Mr.
and Mrs. Robinson were very particu
lar to shoot only bucks and took home
three between them.

Notice.

The, subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
James E. Thompson, late of Phillips,
the County of Franklin, deceased, and
Sunday the picturesque little church, in
given bonds as the law directs. Ail persons
which stands on the cleft amid a grow’th having demands against the estate o f said
deceased are desired to present the same for ’
of evergreen trees, was closed.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
Mr. Pettangall, who was spending the quested to make payment immediately.
F. H. Wil b u r .
Sabbath in town, in the afternoon in
December 4,1900.

vited me to drive along the coast to
Cross Island neck. Such a charming
drive and to me the novelty of the everchanging sea. We stopped at a fisher
man’s little camp on the shore. Cross
island looked but a few rods away; it is
some four or six miles in length, and in
the forest roam hundreds of deer, but
there is a law protecting them which
forbids one shooting them. The island
is so close to the main land, the deer
come and go, and I could not see any
reason why it should be closed for shoot
ing any more than any other part of the
county. By the number of rifle shots

Estate o f LEWIS P. ROWE.
PRANKLIN, SS : At a Court o f Probate holdp en at Farmington, within and for the
County of Franklin, on the first Tuesday o f
December, A. D., 1900.
Sarah E. Rowe, administratrix of the estate
o f Lewis P. Rowe, late of Madrid, in said
county, deceased, having presented her first
account of administration o f the estate o f
said deceased for allowance :
Or d e r e d , That said administratrix give no
tiee to all persons interested, by causing this
order to be published three weeks succes
sively in the Ma in e W oods , published
at Phillips, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in
said county, on the first Tuesday o f January
next, at ten o f the clock in the forenoon,
and show cause, if any they have, why th©
same should not be allowed.
Attest, F r a n k W. Bu tler , Register.
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F r a n c e is badly frightened over the
decrease in her population.
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FOLD A M ) WINDY.
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$1000 for every child. But they could
Franklin County Towns.
Record In Probate Office.
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Name In a Dictionary.
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TEAMS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Maine Woods

Greene's Stase Line

DEAD RIVER STATION TO EUSTIS

Information

Bureau,

P h illip s , M a in e ,

M A IN E
f u r n i t u r e

F U R N I T U R E

.

WOODS,

DECEMBER

F U R N IT U R E .

14,

1 90 0 .

F U R N I T U R E .

F U R N I T U R E .

HOUSE RAISING AT RANGELEY.

Bradford, Conant & Co.
1 9 9 -2 0 3 Lisbon Street,

Thermometer Drops to 23 Below
by the

Lake.

Items o f All Kinds From the
City by the Pond.

Lewiston, M aine.

[Special correspondence to the M a i n e W oods.]

R a n g e l e y , M e ., Dec. 11, 1900.

S P E C IA L POR C H IS T M A S B U Y E R S .
It would be next to an impossibility for us to offer a list comprising a tenth part o f the great number o f desirable things
to be found for Christmas Gilts in this splendid stock of Furniture, Carpets and Draperies.
T o those who know us and
have dealt here we have only to say that this year our assortment excels all our best previous efforts—every want has been
attended to by our buyers—variety and value at the lowest of low prices our constant thought in getting the assort
ment ready.
T o strangers and possible visitors in Lewiston during Grange Meeting we extend a m ost cordial invitation to
call; make our store headquarters and incidentally look us over.
If you have a Christmas want, satisfy it here.

Chas. Allen, conductor on the Phillip*
& Rangeley railroad, has moved his
family into town for the winter.
The house owned by Ether Smith has
been purchased by Wm. Tomlinson.
George and Ira Hoar have bought a
house lot in town and are to build the
coming spring.
Mrs. Lyman Kempton has returned
from Livermore Falls where she has
been visiting lately.

Ira Whitemore’s family are having a
hard time with measles.
Martin Fuller is prostrated with rheu
matism, having been under medical
treatment for some time.
The house of Mrs. H. H. Dill on
W e have added to our usual good
Main street is being raised. This in
and
cludes all on the north side that the
line more than 50 o f the handsomest
%
grading affected badly and those on the
This is certainly something to be
opposite side will be attended to in the
A dining table that is clean and ones to be found —making an assort
the coming spring. The shop of the
bought once for a lifetime and if you
M ore than 150 choice Antique R e
Indian, Peter Nicola is buried to the
sm ooth is best in keeping with a ment that excels in all essential fea are fortunate in selecting “ our kind”
eaves in snow and low ground.
productions*^ this line.
Many o f
Miss Florence Look is boarding at
w ell served dinner.
Here is the tures any ever shown in this or any it may well be so.
them just like grandmother’s o f one
c?xt
Open front cases, glass front cases Lyman Kempton’s.
ch an ce some sensible husbands have city in N ew England outside the big
Mrs. Elbridge Ross is very low, hav
hundred years ago.
They match
that swing and slide, also W ernicke ing been ill for a considerable time.
Quality the First
been waiting for.
W e show lists o f city stores.
none of the other chairs you have and
The young people will give another of
cases (catalogue o f
latter for the
those dramas which have been so well
there
are
no
two
alike.
They
are
as
three asso tments—either set can be
Consideration
asking.)
Prices $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and so
patronized by the townspeople, the pro
ceeds of which go to the fund forj im
interesting as an art gallery and more
had entire or will be divided up to on up the scale to some very artistic
Prices o f open cases from $2.50 to proving the cemetery. It takes place
with us, and, consequently, custom universally useful— best o f all “ easy
on Saturday evening, the 15th, at Fur
$6.50
suit purchaser.
designs selling at $15.00 to $20.00. ers may select with eyes shut here
bish hall.
to buy” because we have marked
Glass door cases $9.50 to $18.00.
Mrs. M. B. Schofield has been visiting
Remember there is great variety at and still get the made-to-wear com them low.
Y ou ’ll find many o f
the past week at Salem and Farmington,
S et No. 1.
R oll top desks $15.00, $20.00 and
fortable sort. W e show Christmas
Prudence Richardson is teaching in
all prices mentioned and at interme
buyers 25 New Suites,— some 3-pc., them less than $5.00, dozens o f de so on “ up the ladder” o f price. We the Grammar school this week in the
S-ft. Solid Oak Table,
$ 6.50
others 4 or 5,— the design, amount signs below $10.00, good assortment have a complete line o f R oll Tops abseuce of the assistant teacher, Miss
6 Cane Seat Dining Chairs,
7.50 diate prices.
Bertha Bridges^
o f upholstery work and carving, de between $10.00 and $15.00 and some
S o lid Oak Polished Sideboard, i 7.oo
Communion services were held at the
and you have only to mention your
termines price figures.
Y ou may that go as high as $25.00.
church on Sunday. Delegates for the
Total,
$31.00
ideas to have us produce the “ very Quarterly meeting were chosen on Sat
pay us $40.00 or $50.00 or anywhere
urday.
thing”
at a lower price than you
up to $175.00 for a suite and never
A1 Sprague has gone into the logging
Set No. 2.
woods for the winter.
hoped for.
get less than the full value.
These
S -ft. Hardwood Table (Golden
A1 Dolbier is in town buying fur.
Christmas prices on Parlor Furniture
4 * 4 * 4 *
Amos Ellis and wife were in town
$ 5.00
Oak Finish,)
are fully To percent below regular,—
over Sunday from their camps at Bald
6.60
6 Cane Seat Dining Chairs,
mountain, where they are spending the
not to close out old stuff, but to in
winter.
S olid Oak Sideboard,
15.00
troduce the newest to old friends and
Mrs. Wm. Haines has gone to York
others that come to see us.
Total,
$26.60
for the winter.
J. A. Proctor went to New Vineyard
W e ’d like to print a pictme o f
on Saturday last.
Set No. 3.
Chas. Barrett, with Fred Carleton and
each o f our 40 designs in this popu
Elmer Snowman, are in the woods get
6-ft. H ardwood Table (G olden
W e have them in gilt frames with
ting out stock for his cedar boats.
Oak Finish,)
,
$ 4.50 lar Christmas Gift, but we can do no
The kind that all but welcome
large generous glasses as low as
Miss Patterson arrived in town this
6 Chairs to match,
5.00 better than to hint at the extensive
and will occupy the new house as
$7.50. Bigger ones at $S-5o, $9.50. your caller with a glad “ How-de- week
housekeeper for her brothers, Wilmot
O ak Sideboard,
10.00
showing.
“ Glad-to-see-you”
air. and Harley Patterson.
$10.00, $12.00 and $15.00.
Many you-do,”
Total,
$19.50
Thermometers register -d from 14 to
very beautiful patterns with solid Some are simply seat with glass and 23 degrees below zero on Monday morn
They are in all woods, including
T h ese examples serve only to illus
gold plated frames with oval and hooks above it or off to a convenient ing, with a good stiff breeze blowing.
mahogany, birds-eye maple, birch,
Marshall Carleton and J. E. Haley are
Such as you would pav a round
shaped glasses. The top notch of side place. Prices range from $6.50 painting and varnishing the interior of
trate h ow low we sell .medum and
quartered and plain oak and syca- price for at art stores we offer for
the new house of D. E. Heywood.
low priced dining room furniture.
mere trifles— so low you will be as mirror perfection is seen in this (de- to $40.00. Y ou see it all depends upon
“ Me and Otis” is the title of a play to
more. The prices are sure to fit all
It’s worth a visit, but if the design and the amount o f labor be given at Furbish hall, Saturday even
tonished. Copies o f many famous paitment.
O u r line is very comprehensive and
ing, Dec. 15, 1900.
purses, they run as low as $5.00 and

Dining=room

LA H PS.

Parlor

Occasional

Suites.

Furniture.

Bookcases

Chairs.

Office Furniture.

Ladies’

Parlor

Desks.

4 *4*4 *

Mirrors.

Hallstands==

Framed

Pictures.

pieces by native and foreign artists
w e have many real gems in rich ma as high as $40.00.
we have marked for this sale at $5.00,
$4.00, $3.00 and more than 100
hogany and selected quartered oak
A ll prices in between these figures
beautiful
reproductions
between
T a bles, Sideboards, China Closets, sure to hit pleasing designs and con
$3 00 and $1.50.
Many handsome
Buffets and high grade cane seat and struction ; style and finish is right in (small) gold frame pictures 75 cts.,
50 cts. and 25 cts.
every one.
leather upholstered chairs.

buy, in the article. Slim purses need not
write us your price limit and size de fear. W e have the exact thing in a
The Best Plaster.
W e have
A piece of flannel dampened with
sired, w e’ll select and guarantee it to hallstand, if it’s made.
Chamberlain’s Pain Balm and bound to
suit or back goes your money when selected carefully, knowing full well the affected parts is superior to any

you can’t com e, and want to

When troubled with lame
Ten to plaster.
you say the word— no argument here what our customers want.
back or pains in the side or chest, give
one we can suit the most particular it a trial and you are certain to be more
on that point.

than pleased with the prompt relief
which it affords. Pain Balm also cures
rheumatism. One application gives re
lief. For sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phil
lips; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’s
Drug Store, Strong, and Lester L.
Mitchell, Kingfield.

This Splendid Christmas Stock,
considering the extremely low prices that prevail in every departmeut, coupled with the facts that we pay all freight and express
charges, freely exchrmge or refund money where merchandise is for any reason not satisfactory, should bring us business from every wis» ly
econom ical person who is desirious o f selecting a certain-to-please Christmas Gift, and from others who have a want in the line of house
hold o r office furniture to supply.
We invite yon to come or write us and promise you will not be disappointed.

CONANT

BRADFORD,
199=203 Lisbon

&

=

Street,

J u s t R e c e iv e d

C O .,
Lewiston,

Strong.

Maine.

East Madrid.
Mrs. Wallace Virgin and little daugh
ter, Clara, is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Orren McKeen.
Mr. Laforest Beedy and his sister,
Mrs. L. P. Rowe, visited in the place
last Sunday and attended church.
The neighbors of “ Uncle” Dennis
Moulton made a “ bee” and got him up
a wood pile last Tuesday.
The ladies
were on hand with a picnic dinner for
the hungry choppers.
All seemed to
enjoy the day very much.
Mrs. Charles Cross and Miss Maud,
are visiting at Rev. E. V. Wheeler’s.
F. H. Hathaway spent Thanksgivirg
day, also the two days following, with
his family.
H.

Mrs. Walter Daggett; treasurer, G. R.
Winslow; secretary, Charles Howard;
gate keeper, Walter Daggett.
The
meeting closed with a fine oyster supper
that was O. K. and enjoyed by some
thirty-five or more. If it had not been
a stormy evening there would have been
many more out for they have been add
ing to their numbers ever since there
began to be evenings in the fall. Auro
ra is now getting to be a live grange
again, what it was years ago.
Wednesday, Dec. 5, another of the
regular old northeast snowstorms. Com
Tli© Greeks Believed This.
menced Tuesday at about 4 p. m. and
now at 11 a. m., Wednesday, there has
fallen good twenty inches of heavy snow Used them and were Strongest
and out on the hills it is said, it has
o f all People.
drifted very badly. This is our second
big snowstorm. There is no frost in the S m it h ’ * G re e n M o u n t a in R e n o v a t o r
m a d e o f H e r b s .- T l i e B e st
ground, especially in the woods, and
M e d ic in e fo r S tr e n g th .
the rivers are not frozen over.
Sunday
afternoon the wind from the west began
It’s
a fact.
S m i t h ’ s G reen
to blow and kept it up during the night
in earnest and where it could the snow M ountain R enovator is the best
must have drifted badly. This Monday medicine for Strength to muscles,
morning at 7 a. m. the thermometer reg nerves and brain. If you are weak,
istered iron 10 to 15 below zero.

aiThe Rachel Helpers held a supper and
sociable in Bates and Bell’ s halls last
Saturday evening. A very enjoyable
program was carried out. Nearly $20
4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 ' <* $ * 4 * 4 * 4 " 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 *
was realized.
W. L. Daggett and wife were in Farm
ington last week.
E. J . C I L K E Y ,
Miss Blanche Presson was in Farm
Strong;,
* M a i n e . ington last Tuesday.
t
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Elmer R. Keniston, Esq., of Kingfield
was in town over Sunday.
| Cheap Prices In Fall and W inter
Mrs. Frank Hodgmau of Kingfield is
|
S tyle s ot
4,
I f there’s anything lacking for the complete Thanksgiving
4>
visiting in town.
preparations in the way o f furnishings, write us about it. W e ’ll “VjT
Mrs. Z. M. Vaughn and daughter,
put our time against yours and send you full information about
Alice is visiting her sister, Mrs. W. K.
styles and prices, and will send cuts or samples where possible,
Howes on Taylor hill.
|
— AND —
Miss Rena Walker, Mrs. E. S. Kings'
ley, Earl Kingsley and Miss Lizzie
Or if you ’ll tell us how much you want to spend, will select the
True attended a surprise party given
7 goods
gestions.
for you according to our best judgment, allowing you to v
C. E. DYER S
Mr. Lincoln Worthley, last Saturday
<&
anything
notTables,
entirely polished
satisfactory.
H ere aresawed
a few sug♦►*return
Solid Oak
Dining
with quartered
|
Drug Store,
night.
top, heavy fluted legs, entends to 8 feet,
$15.00
The Edmond B. Clayton post of
|
Stron
g,
naine.
Oak Sideboards, with full swell fronts,
23.00
Strong are trying to raise money by
subscription to buy a soldier’ s monu
Dinner Sets, from $6.35 to $75.00. 112 piece French
Notice
ment for the soldiers of 1861 to 1865.
Haviland sets,
24.9S
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree
W . B E L L , M. D.
The post has subscribed $60 and the
to refund the money on 50 cent bottle
Blown Tumblers, 75° bind,
4oc a doz.
Physician and Surgeon. corps $15.
-Pressed Glass W ater Bottles,
19c.
At a regular meeting of Aurora of Downs’ Elixir if it does not cure any
(Office at residence o f J. H. Bell.)
Grange, No. 202, P. of H., on Tuesday cough, cold, croup, whooping cough or
^ Silver T o p Glass Cider Jugs,
$1.19
evening, there were admitted to the throat trouble. We also guarantee
STRONG,
•
MAINE.
TV
Napkins, Table Cloths, etc., etc.
order four new members by taking the Downs’ Elixir to cure consumption,
Telephone connection
3rd and 4th degrees as follows: Loren
2TA
4 AAAAAAAAAAAAAi
T. Hunter and wife, Michael Kershner when used according to directions, or
money back. A full dose on going to
—7Are v eil a lv n ln e ^ in a n Y A t “ von a non««e- and wife. After a short recess in ex
h o ld e i•* Are von afraid o f lire? ' ou r m ix- changing greetings, and it being the an bed and small doses during the day will
V v w ill he relieved it yon carry lire 1’ '«u r- nual election night, officers were elected
cure the most severe cold, and stop the
anc-e ri T he Home, A etn a, Germ an-A m erican
M AINE.
as follows: Master, H. VV. Allen; over
PORTLAND,
or NiagarH Fire Insurance c ■mpante*«.
most distressing cough. W. A. D. Cra
seer,
Walter
Vallier;
lecturer,-Ernest
HARRY F. BEEDY, Agent,
i-I ««ine i Vi ni ng ; stewart, Ben Jones; assistant I gin, Phillips; Lester Mitchell, Kingfield
>4 . 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 - 4 *
I lum p*, u a
ta wart, Marshall Moores; chaplain,1E Hf W hitney, Rangeley.

1 MAINE’S GREATEST STORE. *

A large
Goods,
derwear
Caskets

line o f Dry and Fancy
Ladies’ W rappers, U n
and Hosiery, Furniture,
and Fixings.

Thanksgiving Chat.

t

I W all Paper

C urta in s

c.

O R E N H O O P E R ’S S O N S ,

5F

F I R E.

Herbs and Plants Give Strength

whether from natural exhaustion, or
from ravishes of disease, this med
icine will make you strong, make
you well and happy. It is made m
Vermont, of pure herbs, and is red
olent of the fragrant woods, green
hills, and bracing air of the Green
Mountains.

For Sale.
T w o billiard tables, three pool
tables and one hay press in good
order.
A . B-* H A \ E S,
A dm ’r. o f Dingley Bros. E st.^
Gardiner, Maine.

M A IN E

6
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN. TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.

WOODS.

DECEMBER

FIVE DOLLARS AND COSTS.

14,

1900.

MUNYON’S
KIDNEY
CURE

G E N T .’ S F U R N IS H IN G S .

—Miriam Brackett is ill with measles.
—Mr. Joel Walker, an aged citizen of Effort to Get a Temperance Lec
—A. L. Matthews is in Auburn this Phillips, died Thursday morning.
ture For Kingfleld Town.
— Miss Myra Schofield has been visit
week.
—Frank Littlefield was in town this ing friends in Farmington this week.
—About twenty couples attended the N cyv Store That Was Opened Up
week.
—Nate Ellis of Rangeley was in town K. of P. ball last Wednesday evening at
In Kingfleld Lately.
the K. of P. hall. The event was a
Monday.
[Special correspondence to the M aine W oods.]
—A. B. Dolbier of Farmington was in decided success.
—“ Farmer McLaughlin” will have a
town this week looking for fur.
K i n g f i e l d , Dec. 11, 1900.
—Mrs. T. J. Hooper of Auburn, vis letter in the next Maine W oods to the
There
is
always
a first time to every
farmers of Franklin county.
ited at Wm. B. Wheeler’s this week.
Prof. Munyop says Ms Kidney Cure
—All the ladies who have articles for thing and tliis is the first time that any is When
a specific for nearly every form of Kidney
—Mr. C. W. Waldron of Auburn was the Social Union fair are requested to one was ever landed in the new King- disease
he does not overstate the case in the
field “ cooler.”
at Comfort Cottage last Monday night. leave them at Mrs. E. Greenwood’s.
least. It has won for itself a place among the
Last Saturday morning a team drove almost infallible remedies. It will not cure
—A number of improvements have
Bright’s Disease in the advanced stages. It
up
to
the
livery
stable
wliicli
contained
—A feature of the Ladies’ Social
been made on the towns fire engine
will not do [he impossible, but it will cure
union, the last fair of the century, will three men. Two of the occupants were every phase of Kidney complaint, even the
house.
incipient
stages of Bright’s Disease.
all
right
but
the
other
was
as
we
some
—A course of assemblies is talked of be a blackbird pie. The “ pie” will have times term it dead drunk.
Fifty-six other cures. All drug, lsts, 25c.
twenty-four
prizes
in
it
to
which
are
at
vial.
Guide
to Health is free. Medical advice
commencing next week Friday, at
The one that was drunk stayed at the free—write to Broadway and 26th St., New
tached twenty-four strings in the hands
Bates hall.
York.
stable
while
the
other
men
drove
to
of twenty-four “ blackbirds” or Phillips
—During one hour and forty minutes kids.
Bigelow.
one day last fall John Bachelder dug 28
At the stable the man made a great the thermometer registered 3 0 ° above
—Cragin’s Christmas goods are out
bushels of potatoes.
aud they are decidedly attractive. Tfiere deal of disturbance, (but not while he zero. All of the plants were frozen iu
—Some of the young lad’es of Phil is a toy counter, a book counter, a coun was dead drunk,) so mucli that proprie Miss Dennison’s room, even the black
lips are trying to make arrangements ter loaded with handsome toilet articles, tor Page was obliged to call in Deputy boards and mirror felt the freeze and
for a New Year’s ball.
the clock refused to go uutil it was
an ebony counter, novelty counter with Sheriff Small to arrest him.
When the sheriff was sent for the man warmed over the radiator.
—Mr. G. B. Sedgeley froze his face medallions, mirrors, etc., and there are
George Beau is sick with tlie measles.
quite badly while driving over Tory albums, little tea sets, dolls from one made the talk that no one could take
The members of the class of 1901, P.
hill last Sunday afternoon.
cent to $1.50 and cute doll furniture. him but as soon as Bert come, be
— Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Drisko of Sliaw- Ladies will be interested in the per clianged his mind. And didn’t Small G. S. presented a petition to Supt.
Currier asking him to excuse them
mut are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. L. fumery atomizers from 25 cents to 75 do the -‘can can” easily?
He was landed in the white house by from the Annual exhibition. The peti
cents.
A New Wonderland, Baby
Matthews at i hillips Hotel.
the river to sober off and then to come tion was accepted by the Superinten
—$150 has been paid on the parsonage Goose, Father Goose, Army and Navy before Justice O. C. Dolbier for intoxi dent aud school board and public exam Handkerchiefs,
debt of the Methodist Episcopal church and Indian Alphabet—very elaborate cation.
ination will be held at the Grammar
books—will interest the children.
making now due only $815.
Saturday evening when the trial came room the latter, part of this term.
—One
of
our
correspondents,
“
Hicks,”
5c to $00 50
—Miss Gussie Harrison of Shawmut,
off it was learned that his name was
A number of the pupils of the lower
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. L. Mat on reading an item in the last P h o n o  Bronze and tliat he bailed from Madi schools are sick with the measles.
g r a p h sends in the following:
thews, of the Phillips Hotel.
son. He settled to the tune of five dol
Mrs. Lillian Swift, teacher in the
25c to
.50
When the woman threw the flatiron
lars and costs and went bis way rejoic Intermediate grade is progressing fine Neckties,
—There will be a box supper at the
At her husband she did wrong.
ing
over
his
“
baby
drunk.”
ly
and
the
scholars
are
showing
an
un
Avon townhouse for the I. O. G. T.
It was on the other fellow ’s head
Ray Cottle, clerk at the Kingfield usual amount of interest.
Tlie extra bump belonged.
lodge Dec. 15. All are invited.
Mufflers,
25c to
1.50
House, is quite sick with the measles.
Had she hit the miscreant lover
—The Curvo club was postponed last
Harry
Johnson
of
Jay
Bridge,
will
When
she
fired
and
hit
the
chair,
Tuesday evening for one week and will
Births
And flattened his soft cranium,
start a singing school in town soon.
Taps,
25c to
then meet with Mrs. E. B. Currier.
1.00
Would anybody care?
Farmington, Dec
to Mr and Mrs F I.
Elmer R. Keniston, Esq., was a caller
Wilder, a daughter
— Col. C. S. Crowell of Lewiston was
Such men are -worse than useless,
in Strong, Sunday.
And when one comes to woo,
in Phillips this week looking for apples.
W. L. Smith of Farmington, has com
Sweaters,
50c to
3.50
I advise the wife to take good aim
Heaths.
Col. Crowell is a large shipper to Liver
pleted the work of plumbing in the
And let the missile go.
Phillips,
Dec
13,
Joel
H
Walker.
pool and the West.
French Mock.
*
And should the shot prove fatal,
—Nan Dennett, the reader, will be a
An effort is being made here to get
Overshirts,
50c to
The world will feel no loss,
1.25
Marnages.
But jog along its daily route,
feature of the Ladies’ Social Union fair,
Mr. Beedv, president of the Civic
Farmington,
Nov
26,
by
Rev
Freeion
StarWith
not
a
train
the
less.
Dec. 11 and 15 as will also Miss Wade,
League club, to give a temperance lec bird, James L Thompson and Miss Addie F
the Farmington pianist.
ture in the near future.
Gloves,
25c to
Chick, both oi Wilton.
2.25
Farmington, Nov 29, by Rev Freeion StarThe Curvo club met with Miss
—The Epworth league held a busi
Avon.
bird,
John
W
Howe
and
Mrs
Minnie
M
Thompson last Wednesday evening, De Arnold, both of Gardiner.
ness meeting in the Methodist church
James Worthley of Temp’ e has been cember 12 tli.
15c to
Farmington, Nov 21, by L B Brown, Esq, Mittens,
2 00
last Sunday evening after the close of
visiting
his
niece,
Mrs.
Edgar
Sampson.
The installation of officers of the Old J A Brooks and Mrs Ida J Tibbetts, botli of
the regular league meeting.
Temple.
Mamie Russell has been spending her Governor King Lodge, I. O. G. T., will
Kingfleld, Dec 1, at the residence o f the
—H. W. Loomis, the Rangeley boat
1.00
bride’s parents, by O C Dolbier, Esq, Mr Fur Mittens
builder, recently killed an eight-months- vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. be next Friday night. December 14.
Hersehel
B Stevens and Miss Maliala Hatch,
There will be a social hop at Winter’ s
old pig, which he bought of W. B. Hoyt, Frank Russell.
both
of
Kingfleld.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred hall next Saturday evening.
that weighed 3864£ pounds.
B oys’ Suits,
Arthur Eustis of Strong was in King—The reception to be given by Mr. Crocker died Nov. 30, very suddenly, field last week.
Cut Flowers.
only
being
sick
one-day.
He
was
four
For all occasions—Funeral Designs and So
and Mrs. Arthur L. Pease was postponed
H. P. White & Co. of Farmington, ciety
E mblems. Prices reasonable. Roses,
uutil next Saturday evening on account months old. The funeral was held at have opened their new store in the $1.50
5.00
* 1.50 to
to $2.00 per dozen; pinks 35 to 50c. per
the
Mt.
Blue
schoolhouse
on
Sunday.
of the uncomfortable weather.
crysanthemums $1.00 to $2.00 per
Mr. Clancy of Phillips spoke words of French block. Joe Linscott will be tlie dozen;
dozen, white, pink and yellow ; violets, 25c.
—Seven of the large work horses that comfort to the bereaved family.
local manager.
bunch 25 blossoms; smilax, 25c. string; calla- Men’s Suits, 4 75 to
12.00
were used by the Redington lumber
Herbert Vining of Phillips, was in ies, $3.0 0 per d ozen, with leaves.
Mrs. Susan Whitney, Mrs. Hattie town last week.
company at Redington, have been pur
W. A. D. CRAGIN.
Goding and Willie Churchill took dinner
chased by W. L. Butler of Rangeley.
The opening of a branch store in KingMen’s Overcoats,
Thanksgiving day with Mr. and Mrs. R. field marks a new epoch in the progress
—The ladies of the F. B. circle will L. Hillgrove.
of that wideawake firm of Farmington,
serve a venison supper at Bates hall,
B. G. Dickey in on the sick list. Dr. H. P. White & Co. Mr. White began
Wednesday evening, Dec. 19. Novel
4 50 to 12.00
business in a small way in 1897, and by
features are being planned for the enter Currier attends him.
Of all kinds done at
Abel Holt, wife and son have been close application has built up a large
tainment to follow the supper.
—While Don Harden was feeding one visiting at J. A. Badger’s, the past and prosperous trade. In holiday goods W . 5. Dolbier’s, Kingfield. Men’s Ulsters,
thisfirmfis always peculiarly strong, and
of the job presses in the M a in e W oods week.
attract the Christinas shoppers in mul
office last Wednesday, he had his arm
titudes. Tlieir stock is well chosen and
5.00 to 10.00
jammed quite badly in the press. Dr.
attractivelv arranged and comprises a
Weld.
Hilton was called aud dressed the
host
of
articles
in
all
the
different
The Weld Bobbin Co. have thenbruise.
— AT —
grades. Our readers ate asked to visit
Fur Coats, 10.00 to 22.00
—Albert, the youngest son of Mr. and electric light plant nearly completed.
them this year.
E.
C.
S
t
a
n
l e y ’s, K i n g f i e l d .
Mrs. A. YVeatherbee of Lincoln, has
Three feet of snow in the woods is the
WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRING at my Shoes,
been ill threatened with pneumonia, but report from the logging camps.
1.25 to
3.50
store, done in a workmanlike manner.
is now better. Mrs. Weatherbee will
(QUARTERLY MEETING.
Mrs. A. G. Butterfield is very s-'ck.
come to Phillips the first of January to
L. D. Lee, who has been very sick, is
spend the winter while Mr. Weatherbee improving.
Grips,
.75 to
4.50
An Interesting Session Held at
is in Augusta.
At
the
annunal
meeting
of
Mystic
Tie
—Sixteen invited frienus attended a
the
Union
Church.
Dress Suit Cases,
surpiise party given to Charlie Hinds of lodge, No. 154, F. & A. m., the follow
The Franklin County Free Baptist
Avon in honor of his 20th birthday ing officers were elected for the ensuing
year:
E.
S.
Twaddle,
W.
M
.;
J.
A.
Quarterly
meeting
was
held
at
the
Thursday evening, Dec. 5. A treat of
1,50 to
peauuts and candy was served. Games Witham, S. W .; W H Holman, J. W .; Union church in Phillips from Tuesday
6.75
were enjoyed until midnight and a very J. S. Houghton, Treas.; L. L. Jones, evening until Thursday nooE.
Sec’y
;
C.
H.
Noyes,
S.
D
.;
H.
W.
Co
The
committee
on
arrangements
have
pleasant evening was spent.
burn, J. D .; Geo. N. Coburn, F. S. Scho spared nothing to make this Quarterly
Trunks,
2.50 to
8.00
— What more acceptable present could field, E. E. Payne, financial committee.
meeting a success aud the greatest
KENISTON & VOTER,
you give to absent friends than a copy
praise is due them.
of M a in e W o o d s , the Phillips local
Tuesday evening there wras only
It you don’t see what
paper, for a year? It will only cost a
a small audience and they listened to a Counselors and
dollar until 1902. Some of our friends
very interesting address by Rev. Mr.
have alrea ly ordered the paper for this
Attorneys at Law. you want in this list, w e’ve
Edwards, state missionary. He took
purpose.
his text from the 20th chapter of
—Last Tuesday night what might
Office in Larrabee Block, Kingfield
Matthew, the 4th verse.
have been a serious accident happened
On Wednesday forenoon aud after
g o t it, provided it’s someMr.Keniston will be in the King'
at the railroad crossing of the Phillips
noon the audience continued small but
& Rangeley railroad on Main street.
on Wednesday evening the greater part field office all the time. Mr. Voter
Allison Parker was driving towards the
thing a man or a boy w ears.
of the seats were filled.
upper village with his team when at the
In the forenoon, Wednesday, at 9.30 will be in Tuesday evening and
as
crossing he did not notice that the cars
there was a praise and prayer service un Wednesday.
were in motion across the street, so he
der the direction of Rev. Mr. Saunders
kept going, with the result that the
of Cobb Divinity school of Lewis
horse jumped upon a fiat car and was
ton, followed at 10 o ’clock by a sermon Largest Line of
thrown about ten feet to one side into
by O. J. Guptill of North Chesterville,
the snow.
No damage was done to
and at 11 o’ clock the regular business
amount to anything.
came before the meeting.
The afternoon session opened with
—The postponed sociable of the Ep
prayer service by Rev. Mr. Edward, Moccasins o f all styles, rubbers and
worth League was held last Thursday
state missionary, followed by a sermon boots and shoes, ever shown in Kingrevening at the Grange hall and was well
by Rev. F. Starbird of Farmington.
attended. One of the most interesting
field.
Wednesday evening service was a
numbers on the program was that of
Ladies’ Flannelette Wrappers from
missionary
meeting
in
charge
of
Mrs.
telling how each scholar of Mrs. Herbert
FremoDt Scamman, the president of the $i.oo to $2.25.
Horne’ s and Miss Annie Timberlake’ s
Missionary society.
G ood line of Outing Flannels, 6 to
classes had earned a dollar. Following
The following program was most suc 12 cents.
are those who had the experience of
cessfully carried out Wednesday even
earning a dollar: Messrs. Atherton Ross,
Ladies’ Furnishings o f all kinds.
ing.
Archie Ross, Willie Steward, Charles
Steward, George Sands, DeBerna Ross,
Solo,
Lillian Dolbier S. J . W Y M A N , - K in g fi el d .
Reading, Two Pictures,
Ceiia Whitney
Henry Leighton, Misses Bertha Wells,
Dialogue, India.
Vena Ross, Louise Atwood, Rose TooRecitation, Missionary Pennies,
Edna True
R. D. SIMONS, M. I).,
thaker, Mae Davenport, Gertrude Cush
“
The Master and the
&
C
0 .
Reapers,
MaudNickersonPhysician and Snrgeon.
man, Minnie Steward, Annie TimberFloy Kelley
f o o d . Song,
KINGFIELD,
lake, Mrs. L. M. Currier, Mrs. Herbert
Declamation,
Donald Goldsmith
MAINE.
Horn. Games and marching were en
Reading, Tlie Great Need,
Mamie Thomas Telephone.
“
The King’s Message, Ethel Farmer
joyed and ice cream and cake were
Duet, Merry Missionaries,
served. The League realized $20.52.
Evelyn and Everdene Sweetser
Recitation, How Lajla Found tlie
N ew A dvertisements .
Christ Child,
Lucille French

Practical

Christmas

is coming right along, so tfle men, women
and children are coming to my store to do
their Christmas
shopping, where they can find a large as
sortment of goods especially desirable for
presents. I have a nice lot o f small gilt
and china clocks that are just beauties,
which would make a fine

Goods. Christmas

The fact that a

present is useful

present for the ladies I want you to see
my new ware in the shape o f Vases,
Pitchers, Placquei, etc., ana a new stock
o f Medalion Pictures, price 25c up to $2 00.
Please bear in mind that I have increased
my regular stock of Jewelry and Furni
ture from which very substantial and
useful

insures its being C H R I S T M A S

acceptable.

presents may be selected, suited for all
classes of people, such as Silverware,
Clocks, Watches, Desks, Mirrors, Rugs,
Rocking Chairs, etc.

Christmas Novelties A b o i l
M. Greenwood,
3

Beal

B lo c k .

Scamman takes the cake
For his stock o f Christmas toys.
There are lovely dolls for girls,
Dandy drums for the boys,
Books for those who read,
Music rolls for those who sing,
Toilet cases, shaving cases,
Or most any new thing.
Games, puzzles, blocks and balls,
Pictures, callendars, stationery, too,
Boxes tor necktie, cuffs or gloves,
Brushes and mirrors good to view,
Nothing shopworn, rusty or old,
Everything is w orth the gold.

Fremont Scam m an.
P h il l ip s , M a i n e .

Machine Work

HOT SODA

New Law

4>

Office

In Kingfield.

COPYKtOHT
Scud your Taundry to the FRANKLIN
STEAM LAUNDRY, Farmington, Me.
All
work guaranteed.

HENRY W. TRUE, Agent,Phillips, Me.

Phillips Marble W orks,
Box 308, Phillips,|Me.,

W. B. HOYT Prop.

G. A PROCTOR, Agent, Range ey.

Me.

Consumption

Is destruction of lung by
growing germ, precisely
mouldy cheese is destruction
of cheese by a growing germ.
If you kill the germ , you
stop the consum ption. You
can or can’t, according to
when you begin.
Take Scott’s Emulsion of
Cod Liver O il: take a little
at first.
It acts as a
food it is the
easi e s t
Seems not to be
ood ; makes vou
hungry eating
comfortable.
You grow strong
er. Take m ore;
not too m uch ; enough is as
m uch as you like and agrees
w ith you. Satisfy hunger
w ith usual fo o d ; whatever
you like and agrees w ith you.
W hen you are strong
again, have recovered your
strength— the germs are
dead ; you have killed them .

Change of time on Phillips & Rangeley railroad.
Edgar R. Toothaker advertises holi
day groceries.
Timberlake & Smith advertise Christ
mas handkerchiefs, aprons, etc.
Franklin Steam laundry, Farmington,
has change of ad.
H. P. White A Co., Farmington aud
Kingfleld, insert an ad telling about
their large line of holiday goods.
Lunt, Burbank & Co., Farmington,
advertise a large stock of new goods.
Phillips Hardware Co. advertise goods
suitable for Christmas and New Year’ s
gifts.
Estate of Lewis P. Rowe.
Notice of estate of James E. Tkotnpson.
W. A. D. Cragin advertises a large
stock of Christmas goods.
Bradford, Conant & Co., Lewiston, ad
If you have not tried it, send
vertise large line of furniture, with
for free sample, its agreeable
prices on same.
taste will surprise you.
D. F. Field & Co. give a long list of
prices on Christmas goods in their ad
SCOTT & BOWNE,
this week.
Chemists,
Notice inserted by Daniel H. Soule.
‘4 0 9 Pearl St.,
New York.
Notice of meeting of shareholders of
50c
.
and
$1.00;
all
druggists.
Phillips National bank.

0. F.
FIELD

H. C. B E N S O N ,

Dialogue, How the Pennies Grow.
Solo,
MabelNickerson
Declamation,
Vinton Hough

After a few able remanes by Mrs.
Ranger, secretary of tlie Maine Missionery society, as to what the money was
used for and where it went, a collection
was taken.
At eight o’ clock J. Stanley Durkee of
Auburn gave a sermon, taking bis text
from the 139tli Psalm, the 11th verse.
He held the close attention of his audi
ence who appreciated his talk.
Among the ministers present were:
Rev F Starbird, Farmington; Rev S
Wakely, Rangeley; Rev Mr Saunders,
Lewiston; Rev J S Durkee, Auburn; Rev
J H Bartletx, Week’s Mills; Rev Mr Ed
ward, state missionary; Rev O J Guptill,
No Chesterville; Rev Joel Bassett, Farm
ington; Revs J B Ranger, A FEarnsbaw
and J E Clancey.

School Noles.
Schools close Friday of this week for
a vacation of twro weeks during the hol
idays.
'Mr. F. F. Simonton, principal of Phil
lips High school, will spend his vaca
tion at his home in Ellsworth, Maine.
When the High School room was
opened Monday morning, there was a
generous supply of ice on the floor and

Successors to W. B. SMALL.

Dealers in

Fresh Meats, Canneti Goods, Pickled
Fish &e.
Kingfield

-

-

.

Maine.

Christmas
Handkerchiefs,
and Aprons.
Materials for
Fancy Work.

NO. 5 Beal Block,
Pliillios. Maine.

Ladies’ , Hisses’ and
Children’s

Winter Coats,
Ladies’ Golf
Capes, ;
D r e s s i n g Sacks all col ors ,
9 8 c en t s .

TIMBERLAKE
& SMITH, MISS
N O . 6, B E A L B L O C K .

BANA BEAL,

Phillips, M a i n e .

Tablets, Headstones. Vases, Iron Fences
Monuments, everything pertaining to eeme
t.ery work. I furnish small headstones as
low as $4.00 and from that price up as highas anything one could wish for.
Orders In person, by telephone or mall
promptly attended to.
W. B. HOYT, Phillips, Me.

Horses For Sale.
Six pairs good horses for sale,

Inquire o

R e d in g to n L u m b e r Co m p a n y ,

Redington Mills, Me.

Tailor Hade
Suits.
I guarantee a fit every time and
the latest style o f cutting.
Drop me a line and

inquire

about prices and styles.

F. C. M OW ER,
Merchant Tailor,
Court Street,

-

-

Auburn, riaine.

Notice.
My wife, Flora B. Russell, h aving left my
bed and board without sufficient cause. I
shall pay no bills contracted by her after
this date,
I r a E. R u s s e l l .
Phillips, Me., Nov. 26,1900.

Notice.
All owing me who do not pay before Janu
ary 1, will settle with ar. attorney.
D. W
iv. WELLS.
Phillips, Me.

Estray.
Came into the enclosure o f tlie subscriber
August 1st, one coarse w ool sheep. The
owner can have the same by proving proper
ty and paying charges. D a n i e l H. S o u l e .
Phillips, December 3, 1900.

M A IN E

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

WHITE’S
AT

FARMINGTON
OR
t

KINGFIELD
> Our

two

stores

are filled to over=
flowing with the
choicest collection

Officers That Were Elected For
the Year 1901.

The postponed meeting of December
5, of the members of the North Frank
lin Agricultural society, was held in the
Grange hall, Wednesday, December
12th. The notice of the meeting gave
the place at the townhouse but as the
hour of commencement arrived, the
doors were still locked and a view from
the outside showed that the place
would not be suitable, so. those assem
bled went to the Grange hall and after
waiting until a good representation of
tlie society was present, Vice President
D. D. Graffarli in the absence of Presi
dent Chas. Carr called the meeting to
order.
Officers elected : President, D D Graffata ;
vice president, D O Gleason ; secretary, M 8
Kelley ; treasurer,*S H Beal. There was some
opposition in the election of trustees but the
follow ing were chosen ; G E Rideout, 1st; H
O Gleason, 2nd ; A E Bunnell, 3rd ; D D Graf
fata, 4th ; Fred Morton, 5th.

The trustees, as delegates to the
Franklin County Agricultural conven
tion, by vote of the meeting, were ad
vised to support E. A. Peary for a mem
ber of the state board of agriculture.
The following is tlie report of tlie
trustees for the year ending December
5, A. D. 1900, showing the financial
condition of the society:
Amount in treasury at last annual
meeting,
Money hired,
Advertising in premium list,
State stipends,
Delinquent members,
Annual members,
Family tickets,
Admission tickets,
Feddlars and merry-go-round,
Grand stand,
Score cards,
Storing carriages,
Entrance fees,
.
From G. A. French for pasturing,
Bj subscription,
Disbursements.
Cash paid for premiums,
Coupons,
Cash paid on two notes called in,
Corporation tax,
Officers’ bills,

GOODS
we

have

ever

shown.

BOOKS,

Leather and
* Celluloid Fancy

Glassware,
Lamps, Rugs,

$227 95
138 00
200 00

1 90 0

7

A N D FA N C Y GOODS.

Hassocks
in great variety.
5,10 and 25 cent Counters
the delight o f the buying
public.
your

W ANTED!

Entertain Friends.

Xmas Gifts.

|Special correspondence to the M a in e W oods ]

Prominent among the social gather
ings last week was the reception ten
dered the members of Alpha Lodge, K.
of P. and Franklin Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
and their wives, by Chas. A. Mahoney
at his spacious rooms in the “ Willows”
on Thursday evening.
The house was very tastily decorated
with palms and cut flowers.
At an
early hour the tables were cleared from
rhe dining hall aud a social dance was
enjoyed.
Wheeler’s orchestra fur
nished music which is always of the
best.
For those who did not care for danc
ing, several whist tables in the parlor
furnished amusement.
The following were present.
Herbert H Niles, S II Knowlton and w ife, C
F Davis and wife, M Hayes and wife, Miss
Ella Hayes, B C Hayes, N R Knowlton, C C
Churchill, S R Knowlton and wife, J C Hol
man and wife, Josie Holman, W T Lock and
wife, Guy Elliott, Elsie Pierce, Dwight Mar
wick, J A Blake, Corie Priest and wife, CL
Knowlton, Mr and Mrs Flood, H B Voter and
wife, Harley Greenwood and wife, Miss
Bangs, Converse Moody and wife, Jarvis
Taylor, J C Tarbox and w ife. Dr Nichols and
wife, L B Bangs and wife, G C Knapp and
wife, Edgar Warren, M H Corbett, L A Dag
gett, Chas Brimmer, O S Carville and wife, E
A Hardy and wife, Ida Butterfield, Chas
Brown, all of Farmington; Nellie Haddock,
Boston; L A Tripp Rockland; Chas Wood
cock and wife, E W ilton; H H Niles and wife,
Portland; Maj H F Ames, Auburn; Lester
Bragg, Portland; James W alker, East Wil
ton; A H Fansworth, Portland; Lee O’Neil;
Mr Parsons, Phillips; C Moreau, Portland; C
W Hills, Rockland; W J Sanborn, Readviile,
Mass; E H Leighton, Rockland.

sented them, in behalf of Alpha Lodge,
a beautiful will« w framed
Morris chair aud Hon. Newell P. Knowl
ton, In behalf of Franklin Lodge, 1. 0.
O. F., presented a fine upholstered
rocker.
Mr. and Mrs. Mahoney were taken by
entire surprise but when Mr. M could
collect his thoughts, he thanked them
in behalf of himself and wile in well
chosen words.
Recent arrivals at the Willows are;

presents—and it olten seems hard to choose—
read our list.

Handkerchiefs are always good.

Gloves

Tow els, Table Linen and Napkins
bring rejoicing.

are useful.

ient in two feet o f light snow.
in our latitude.

Capes and Jackets are a necessity

French’s New Block, SinirM fl.

L o w prices on M o l a s s e s
and T e a this w e e k .

Gaiters have

A n Umbrella has an appreciated

value

SANDY
R IV E R
CREAM ERY

Boots, Shoes, Slippers and Rubbers are what each

and all are, seemingly, obliged to have.
I f the articles we select and give are useful

and

serviceable we

have indeed made a worthy gift.

S. G. H A LE Y ,

G. B. 5 E D G E L E Y .

Phillips,

-

S P E C I A L

There is no friend so true as
a dollar or two.

-

Maine.

N O T I C E S -

Hauling to Let.
Spruce and white birch timber,
near Salem, on a good wagon
sled two turn road. For infor
mation enquire o f B. F. Safford,
Salem, Me., or Elias Thomas,
Portland, Me.

N ow is the time to save a dollar or two by buying at the Ladies’ Fur
nishing House.
Beautiful Opal ware, 05, 10 and 25 cents. Novelties in collars and
ties, 15, 20, 25, 30 and $100. Fine line o f handkerchiefs 05, 10, 25 and
50 cents. N ew stick pins, brooches, belts and Sterling ware from 05 to
8. L. Savage,
50 cents.
Carriage work aDd w ood work of every
description done in a workmanlike manner
W e also carry the straight front corset.
Lower floor connecting with Rideout’s new
Com e and see the beautiful things.
blacksmith shop.

1UNT, BURBANK & GO.,
Farmington

-

C /xfx PER HONT.i and expenses can be
«pvrv/
made by a capable woman. Perma
nent position
Experience unnecessary.
Write at once for particulars.
Clakk & Co., 234 S 4th St., Phila., Pa.

Haine.

Nolice.

A
W ell
Child

This is to certify that I, John W. Welch, re
linquish to my son, Arthur K Welch, the re
mainder o f his time during his minority. I
shall claim none o f ids earnings nor pay any
debts o f his contracting, after this date.

has sound digestion and is not troubled by
worms. It is plump, rosy and happy. When
a child is languid, and restless in sleep,
give it a few doses of

J ohn

Dead River, Me., Nov. 19,1900.

TRUE’S Worm ELIXIR

w

. We l c h .

Notice.

Worms are the probable cause of
the trouble. If so they will be ex
pelled. If not, T rue’ s E lixir
will act as a harmless tonic. For 60
years thestandard remedy for fever
ishness, costiveness, sour stomach,
indigestion, etc.. 35 cts. a bottle at
druggists’ . Write for free book.

A co-partnership heret >fore existing under
the fi im of True & Berry has this day been
dissolved by mutual consent and the business
will be carried on from this date under the
|name of A. T. True.
A. T. Tr u e ,
Wil l b e r r y .

Nov. 27, 1900.

» 1 1 . J . F . T R U E A C O .,
A u bu rn, Me
- Special treatment for Tape Worms. W rite for free pamphlet.

B L A C K S M I T H I N G .

IRON anfl WOOD WORK SHOP.

*

«

Just O p e n e d

*
*
*

iff

%
*

Our New Feed and Grain Store.

*

*

U Gan Make Money

are sold on the market—they are the cream
prescriptions of medical science
Safe,
quick to cure and reliable. Send $1 for any
one prescription. Make the medicine your
self. Be your own and your neighbors’ doc
tor. Full directions with every prescription

“ It often made my heart ache,”
rites L. C. Overstreet of Elgin, Tenu.,
o hear my wife cough until it seemed
Send to>r weak and sore lungs would collapse,
Puritan
sod doctors said she was so far gone
ith Consumption that no medicine or
Box
97,
rthly help could save her, but a
end recommended Dr. King’ s New
scovery and persistent use of this exlleut medicine saved her life.”
It’s
solutely guaranteed for Coughs,
fids, Bronchitis, Asthma and all
iroat and Lung diseases.
50c and
.00 at W. A. D. Cragin’ s. Trial bot>s free.

rty o f Friends Call Upon Well
™ Known Avon Citizen.

32 and 34, Broadway, Farmington.

Company’s Store,

Storm Skirts are conven

Blankets are good things to have.

prevented many a cold.
stormy days.

Sandy River Creamery

Dress Patterns

Ready-to-wear Suits, Waists, Skirts and W rap

pers save time, patience and temper.

*
*
*
*

I am am now better prepared than
ever to do all kinds of repair work
in my line, and shoeing having now
in my employ a competent assistant.
IPatronage solicited. Please call and
inspect work.

T. R. WING,

iff

*

lighted and heated.

WHITE'S,

AT THE

Every woman knows the capacity o f a Boston Bag.

Shirts and Winter Underwear, Confec
Mrs. Benj. Durrell is staying with
Phillips,
- Maine.
Mrs. King at Stratton.
® Franklin County Agricultural.
Little Deedy White is so she can he *
tionery,
Cigars
and
Tobacco.
At the adjourned meeting of the lifted into a chair.
Franklin County Agricultural society,
Wednesday, December 12, about sev
West’s Mills.
enty-five were present and elected the
following officers for the ensuing year:
*
Hiram Daggett killed a fine hog last *
««•••••)II «•«)•<! •••«#
President, J. H. Crowell, Farmington; week which dressed 861 pounds.
S
T
A
T
I
O
N
S
T
O
R
E
,
•
S
T
R
O
N
C
,
M
A
I
N
E
.
*
*
vice president, A. A. Oukes, ChesterMr. and Mrs. Frauk Snell of FarmingI keep constantly on hand a complete
ville; secretary, A. F. Gammon, Farm ton visited Mr. L. M. Chapman and
& stock
of Rims, Spokes, in fact a full line of
ington; treasurer and collector, G. M. family last week.
Carriage and Blacksmith Supplies. I have a
Currier, Farmington.
Board of trus
large amount o f Iron from one to three
Roy Chapman is visiting in Farmingtees: O. P. Whittier, New Sharon; W.
1inches, any amount of Band Iron, all sizes
P. Holley, Farmington; J. A. Mosher, ton.
S T O V E S A N D J H A R D E W A R E . S T O V E S A N D H A R D E W A R E I purchased this stock before the rise in iron
Quite a number of new cases of meas
New Vineyard; D. W. Brown, Wilton;
arid now my customers get the benefit of it.
les in the village.
F. L. C.
F. S. Grover, Jay.
The salary of the treasurer and col
lector was raised from $40 to $60.
The trustees were chosen to attend
the meeting at which the member of the
state board of agriculture for Franklin
PHILLIPS,
M AINE.
county will be chosen, which will be
- •
held in the Exchange Hotel next Satur
Large stock including Quaker, Glenwood, At
BUSINESS
CARDS.
day.
John J. Hunt addressed the meeting
lantic
aud
"Clarion
Ranges,
Round
Oak,
Glen
THIS W AY. Many people are making
on the drunkenness and drinking on the money
by our prescriptions. They are m ak
J . F . H I L T O N , M . I ) .,
grounds. He said that he thought the ing a good day's pay F e l l in g alter their regu
wood Oak and Clarion Heaters.
greater part of the drunkenness was lar day’s work is done.
P h ys ic ia n and S u rg e o n ,
Sell among your neighbors and friends.
due to the sale of what is commonly
Get prices before buying elsewhere.
known as soft drinks and he advised the Buy a prescription of us, make the medicine
Office at Residence, Elmvvood.
sell it.
prohibition of these for sale.
After a and
Telephone connections.
We have prescriptions for cure of Rheuma
short discussion of the matter a vote tism, Gonorrhea, Asthma, W arts, Soreness
and Lameness, etc. All have been tried and
was made and carried to that effect.

SEVENTY-FIVE

all large purchases. ‘

Beans

Mufflers, Collarettes, Scarfs and

K id Mittens are a source o f comfort in zero weather.
are stylish.

Yellow Eyed

It may help you.

Groceries, Flour, Clothing, Men’s Pants,

Eustis.

Old fashioned

If you are undecided about wliat to select for

F a r m i n g t o n , Mk , Dec. 11, 1900.

17 70
67 00
81 21
86 50
Band,
17 72
Hay and Straw,
12 95
Water pipes,
M. S. Kelley, stationery, postage, etc.,
6 96
Labor on park,
107 57
140 93
Lumber and nails,
279 50
Purses,
Lester Bragg, J B Norcross, Arthur Farns
9 75 worth, E I Lowe, E S Aubie, Portland; Mrs B
Insurance,
Rex tax,
10 10 Gorman, Miss Gorman, F H Burns, P H Hin
20 00 gin g,T P Jones Nellie Madden, H V Dimlek,
Phillips Water company,
Orders drawn for Fourth of July ex
L L Hubbard, W aterville; L O Tib
33 53 Boston;
penses,
betts, Readfield; L H Tripp, Rockland; Jas
Walker, Wilton ; Chas W oodcock and wife,
Total,
$1459 43 E Wilton ; H F Ames, Auburn; Mr and Mrs
Liabilities.
Greenwood, Miss Bangs, James Tyler, Benj
$1950 00 Hayes, Chas Brimmer, O S Carville and wife;
Outstanding 6 per cent bonds,
Due on notes,
210 00 E A Hardy ami wife, Clms Brown, J C Ta#box
60 00 Dr Nichols, L I? Bangs and wife, L A Daggett,
Officers’ bills estimated,
M Hayes, Mrs M Hayes, BC Hayes, N R
Total,
$2220 00 Knowlton and wife, J C Holman and wife,
Josie Holman, W T Lock and wife, Guy Elliot
Resources.
$3700 00 Elsie Pierce, I) Marwick, H F Ames, C L
Park and .buildings,
Cash in hands o f treasurer,
6 88 Knowlton, C II Pierce. Mr and Mrs Flood,
Bert Voter and wife, Farmington.
Recent arrivals at the Stoddard House
Total,
$3706 83
Resources above total liabilities,
$1486 88 are:
Respectfully submitted,
Eli Merriman, F P Dyer, l TM Nash, F Page,
G. E. R id e o u t ,
")
C C McLain, D A Buxton, Dale Boody, G A
W . H. BANGS,
LTrnstees
Young.
E O Rus-ell, A P Whittier, B JE Hear,
A . E. B u n n e l l ,
f trustees.
F E Doclcerty, E T Hatch, S P Felker and
E. W. B l o d g e t t , J
wife, L G Blunt, C C Files, A Luce, Portland;
The society adjourned at twelve C F Ma'mes. C E Reedy. Lew iston; Allen
and wife, Toronto; M S Sawyer, R T
o’ clock without date or place of meet Craig
Woodward, W E Wotton, S Terry, New Y ork:
A H Kane, Chicago; J H Bonny, J C Flint, C
ing__________
F Merrill, J M S Hunter and wife, H B Page,
After the adjournment of the society G B Cragin and wife, Farmington; H G Gates,
A
B Raymond, W E Walch, H Iv Merrinether,
meeting the trustees held a meeting and A S
Wadsworth, W V Hardy, A R Phillips, A
decided on Jan. 5, at 9 o’ clock, to meet J Maybury, J M Carroll, 6 II Badger. J S
at the Grange hall and revise the pre McDonald, Boston; R M Kershaw, A P W eb
Auburn; C E Baker, F T Thompson
mium list, make out the purses and to ster,
Dana McGregor, Bangor.

headquarters; they are well
Freight or express paid on

G R O C E R I E S .

D R Y A N D F A N C Y G O O D S.

Mix. Chas. A. Mahoney

$1400 31 K. of P„

Saw Death Near.

stores

DRY

14,

wiumuwtumuimui m
3 Ranges and Heating Stoves.

1

Lewiston, Me,

I
1 W 1LJFR ED
1mmrmumuimuimuim

Farmington,

Portraits, C r o u p s ,
V i e w s , Copying:, etc.
A m a t e u r s ’ M at er ia ls .

Christm as and
New Year.

On e of t h e Co m pa n y .

Did you ever stop and think that
the P H IL L IP S H A R D W A R E C O .
keep lots of useful articles that would
make good Christmas and N ew Year
presents,

such

as Carving

Sets,

O u r u s ua l stock is re - i n 1 Meat Choppers, Meat Roasters,
forced w i t h a g o o d line of
Raisin Seeders, Clothes Wringers,

HOLIDAY
GROCERIES.
Edgar R. Toothaker.

.—

l

mmuortufitnumummM

3

G. E. RIDEOUT, Blacksmith,

1

Pocket aad
Pearl

Table Cutlery, Skates,

Agate Tea

and

Coffee Pots,

N ickel Tea Kettles and a fine line o f
Lamps,

I

MCLEARY,
-

Maine.

3

I PHYSICIAN aid SURGEON, PMUilS. Me
inmiummmwmumumw
E. B. C U llR IE R , M. I>.
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, F M.

Office at residence.

N O T IC E .

McKeen’s Studio.

YEARS.

’ hirty-five’"o f the neighbors and
mds of A. B. Morton gathered at his
ne Dec. 1, and gave him a surprise
•ty it being his 75th birthday. He
eived a very nice rocking chair and
ter acceptable presents. The evening
ised very plesently in social conversan and games.
Refreshments were
ved of homemade and4mixed candies,
■nballs and apples.
At a late hour
id nights were said. The teacher,
38 Ward, presented Mr. Morton with
ery nice cake decorated with walnuts
i candy with his age on it. The
:ty wished Mr. Morton many happy
nrns of the day.
j

u p p l ie s

1

Medical Co.,
-

S

D A G G E T T & W IL L ,

S

Goods, China,

our

M i “• anil

do any other business that might come
before them. G. F. Rideout was chosen
their chairman.

DOLLS,
TOYS,

Make

RECEPTION TO SO C IET ES.

$104 04
100 00
5 00
88 28
0 00
282 00
25 00
408 25
70 44
During the evening light refreshments
98 80
12 10 were served by the ladies.
4 00
At an interval in the proceedings,
20 00 Hon. Joseph C. Holman calling Mr. and
3 00
82 40 Mr. and Mrs. Mahoney forward, pre

Printing,

HOLIDAY

DECEMBER

Statement o f Present Financial Some o f the Arrivals at Hotels at
Standing o f the Society.
the Hub.

Total,

of

WOODS,

Dr. J . R . Ki ttr id ge , Dentist.,
of F a r m i n g t o n , M a i n e .
WILL BE AT
Hotel Franklin, Strong, Nov. 3.
Lewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, Nov. 5.
Oquossoc House, Uangeley, Nov. 6, 7 and
8 a. m.
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, Nov. 9 and 10.
Shaw House, Eustis, Nov. 12.
Lake House, Flagstaff. Nov. 13 and 14.
Dr. Proctor’s, Weld, Nov. 22.
Daniel Holt’s, Webb, Nov. 23.
C. E. McLain’s, Berry Mills, Nov. 24.
Magalloway, Nov. 25 to Dee. 7.
The rest o f the time at his office, 64 Main
street, Farmington where he will be pleased
to see all in need of his services.
Ali
operations pertaining to dentistry carefully
performed. Special attention given to pre
serving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted
without pain a specialty. Artificial work oi
all kinds promptly and carefully done
Teeth extracted free when plates are made
Vll work warranted. Satisfaction guar
anteed.
Entrance 64 Main St., next door to C. E
Marr’s drug store.

Telephone connection.

C. L. T O O T H A K E R , M. D.

PUysicîai & Surgeon, PMllijs, Me.
Office at residence.

Telephone connections

DR . H. H. T U K E Y ,
Surgeon Dentist.
Office No 2 Bates Block, Phillips Haine.

Best of work for lowest prices. All work
warranted. Twenty years experience in
Portland.
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.

N. P. NOBLE.

TIMBERLAKE £ NOBLE,
ATTORNEYS,
Office, Beal Block,
Phillips, Me.
General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
Collections will receive prompt attention.

HARRY

F. B E E D Y ,

Notice.

Agent for the leading

The shareholders of the Phillips National
Bank are hereby notified to meet at the
banking house o f said association on Tues
day the 8th day of January 1901, at 2 o ’clock
in the afternoon, to choose a hoard of di
rectors for the ensuing year and to transact
any other business that may properly com e
before said meeting.
Dated at Phillips, Maine, December 5,1900.
H. H. Field, Cashier.

Fire I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n i e s ,
PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

HAINE.

J a m e s B. Steve nso n,
F A R M IN G T O N ,

M A IN E ,

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Agent tor Equitable Life Insurance Co All
usiness promptly and carefully atttended to

a

M A IN E

WOODS,

DECEMBER

14,

190 0
D R U G S A N D M E D IC IN E S .

TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.1 TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.

D R U G S A N D M E D IC IN E S .

T H E DISCOVERER OF
—Road breaking was the hard work
in many places on the 5th and 6 th.

—The M a i n e W oods acknowledges
with thanks an invitation from Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Pease to attend the mar
riage reception of Arthur L. Pease,
Monday evening, December 10, from 7
to 9 o’ clock.
—Mr. and Mrs. U. M. Hunt and son,
Bonney, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hood, Mr.
Horace Prescott, Mr. Albion Hood, Mrs.
George Wing, Miss Ada Wing, all
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs,
M. A. Hunt.
—These are busy times around town
and one of the busiest men here is
George Brown, whose special duty is to
keep nearly every family in the village
supplied with stove wood. George will
have to hire one or two wood sawyers if
his business continues to increase.

— Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Ross have
been visiting relatives in Skowhegan re
cently.
-R e v . J. B. Ranger and family spent
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Toothaker.
—Little Donald Hodges has recovered
from an attack of bilious fever.
Dr.
Toothaker attended him.
—Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field took
Thanksgiving dinner at Farmington
with Hon. and Mrs. N. U. Hinkley.
— One day last week one of the Sandy
River railroad’ s engines hauled sixty-two
cars in and out of Farmington yard.
—Miss Marian Tukey went to Port
—Friends of Mrs. Helen Willardland last week, where she will learn
stenography at Miss Moody’ s private Howard, formerly of Lewiston, are find
ing great pleasure in playing her musi
school.
cal compositions. Mrs. Howard is well
—On account of the severe storm last
known in local musical circles here and
Wednesday, a week, the visit to Merrill
many will be pleased to learn of her
Rebekah lodge by Hope Rebekah lodge
success in Boston.—Lewiston Sun.
of Phillips, had to be postponed indefi
—Thei'e has been a young man who
nitely.
lives somewhere in Avon, who has been
—Mr. F. B. Sweetser will have fish for
three days in succession in the vicinity
sale this winter as in previous winters.
of West Phillips deer hunting. He was
He will make his first trip this Thurs
seen taking a “ dear” home each night.
day and orders will be given prompt at
The law does not allow a man to get but
tention.
two deer in one year.—Avon Man.
—There will be a Christmas tree, pic
—At the annual election of Jas. E.
nic supper and sociable at the residence
Cushman Post, No. 87, G. A. R., the fol
of James H. Gardner, Tuesday evening,
lowing officers were elected: Com
Dec. 25th. All friends are cordially in
mander, Horace Prescott; senior vice
vited to attend.
commander, Charles Fairbanks; junior
—A Phillips man recently killed a vice commander, J. II. Gardner; quar
pig, but found for his cask it was too termaster, Jonathan Cushman; chap
big, and so he hunted among his friends lain, C. H. Pease; surgeon, William C.
for another cask with larger ends. Walker; officer of the day, Cyrus
Meanwhile the pig lay on the floor, as Young; officer of the guard, John Blod
dead pigs do in crimson gore; and the gett; delegate, Lewis Prescott; alter
scalding of this pigmental lob went by nate, William True. It was voted to
for an after dinner job!
Moral?
To have S. D. McKenney detailed to install
the most of readers ’ tis evident that a the new officers.
farmer may get a pig too fat.
—A large and successful adveitiser
—A correspondent in the Turf, Farm sa^ s that when he first went into busi
and Home says: “ My friend, S. W. Par ness he Regarded newspaper advertising
lin of Boston, has a filly foaled in 1899, as an expense which was important, but
I do not remember the exact date, but I not essential to success, but a little ex
saw her by the side of her dam in the perience taught him to view regular and
spring of that year, sired by Montview, systematic advertising in the most wide
son of Alclayone; dam, Alto, by Allec ly circulated newspapers as an invest
tus; 2nd dam by Fearnaught, Jr.; 3rd ment or as a necessary part of the capi
dam by Dirigo and 4th dam by Old tal put into his establishment.
“ Like
Drew, that stands 15 hands, 1)£ inches any other safe investment,” he says,
high and the day she was nineteen “ the newspaper ad brings in profits,
months old weighed 1010 pounds, and I and without it an enterprise falls short
can testify that she is well shaped and of its possibilities.”
good gaited with excellent action, and
—An exchange says: “ I learn that
if she don’ t make a high class coacher 1
Frank R. Hayden will apply for rein
don’ t know where you will look for one.
statement at the hands of the National
—Folks at Lower Dead River who at Trotting association in the near future.
tended service in the schoolhouse one With most Maine horsemen I think the
Sunday recently were witnesses of an idea is that he should be placed on the
unusual sight. Rev. A. F. Earnshaw <f list of those temporarily reinstated, at
Phillips, bad given out a hymn win n the least, and although the action of the
the door at the rear of the building was board of review may not be relied upon
pushed open and a strange sound caused to be in his favor, his friends are hope
every head to turn.
They beheld, ful as the case was not a fact of an ag
standing in meek indecision, at the lear gravated nature.”
rov? of chairs, a sheep. It had doubt
less followed some Mary to the schoolhouse, not knowing it was Sunday. The
Among the Churches.
young folks giggled; their elders could
At the Union church Rev. Mr. Earn
not suppress a smile
Rev. Mr. Earn
shaw smiled also as he firmlv but gently shaw preached Irom these words in
showed the sheep the way to the field Heb. xi, 3: Through faith we under
from which it strayed. Exchange.
stand that the worlds were framed by
the word of God, so that things which
are seen were not made of things which
do appear.”
We know that there is much more in
all material things than what we readi
ly perceive by our senses. Our faculties
are limited in their scope and power'
We know o f
Take the matter of color. We have
nothing better
learned that the idea of color is con
than coughing
veyed to the mind because of myriad
to tear the lin
waves of vibrating air. These vibra
ing o f y o u r
tions may become so rapid and intense
t h r o a t and
that all clear sense of color or light
lungs.
It is
lost. So with sound. Were the ear
better than wet
fitted to hear all the sounds of nature,
feet to cause
even in the depths of what now appears
bronchitis and
the most silent, forest, the sound of
pneumonia.
swelling bud and dropping leaf, and of
Only keep it
all the changes of life and growth would
up and you
be overwhelming.
will succeed in
Take a drop of water. To the unaid
reducing your
ed eye it appears a very simple thing.
weight, losing
But supplement the power of the eye
your appetite,
with that of the microscope. The drop
bringing on a
of water becomes an ocean teeming
slow fever, and
with life. The chemist will tell us that
making every
the water is composed of the gasses
thing e x a c t l y
oxygeu aud hydrogen. So we learu that
right for the
what to unaided sight was very simple
germs of consumption.
and small, in the light of added knowl
Better kill your cough
edge, is wonderful and mysterious.
before it kills you.
Perhaps there is nothing which as
our knowledge of it ^increases does not
speak to us of vastly more than the
things which are seen alone. Go into
that modern temple of industry, a large
factory. Watch the rushing machinery.
You may see something wonderful, in
deed, but to you, simply a machine
for accomplishing a given amount of
work. To one who knows, it may rep
kills coughs of every
resent years of toil and experiment, of
kind. A 25 cent bottle
gradual advancement toward the end
is just right for an ordi
sought.
nary c o u g h ; f o r the
Take an illustration of a different
harder coughs of bron
class. If on a crowded street we sud
chitis you will need a 50
denly find ourselves violently thrust
cent bottle; and for the
aside, we are filled with indignation and
coughs of consumption
angrily look for the guilty one. But
the one dollar size is
when we find that the seeming rudeness
most economical.
was to save us from injury or death
“ My cough reduced me to a mere
from a swiftly moving cable car, our
skeleton. I tried many remedies,
but they all failed. After using the
anger is changed to gratitude.
Cherry Pectoral I Immediately be
Again we are told by those who had
gan to Improve, and three bottles
restored me to health. I believe I
traced
the descent, of one family in
owe my life to it.”
S a b a h V. M o r g a n ,
which hundreds of evil persons ap
Oct. 7,1898.
Browntown, V».
peared as descendents of one vicious
progenitor. Think you that a member

M S Kill
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
The Great Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.

?
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Purchasing your Christmas Goods
at

The
Corner Store.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Novelties,
Toys, Games
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Articles for
N o other medicine in the world has received such widespread
and unqualified endorsement.
N o other medicine has such a record of cures of female troubles
or such hosts of grateful friends.
D o not be persuaded that any other medicine is just as good.
A n y dealer who asks you to buy something else when you go into
his store purposely to buy Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
has no interest in your case. H e is merely trying to sell you some
thing on which he can make a larger profit.
H e does not care
whether you get well or not, so long as he can make a little more
money out of your sickness.
If he wished you well he would
without hesitation hand you the medicine you ask for, and which he
knows is the best woman’s medicine in the world.
Follow the record of this medicine, and remember that these
thousands of cures of women whose letters are constantly printed
in this paper were not brought about by “ something else,” but by
L y d ia

Em P i n k h a m ’ s

V e g e ta b le

Cam
Be
ley
coni
is si

Look carefully before youpur< hase
at the stock up stairs in the
C o r n e r Store,

k> £‘

com
and
han

No. I Beal Block,

M a i n Street, ‘ Phillips, M e .

I Mon

W. A. D. CRAGIN.
He
ness

C om pou n d ,

The Great Woman’s Remedy for Woman’s Wsm
Those women who refuse to accept anything else are rewarded
a hundred thousand times, for they get what they want — a cure.
Moral — Stick to the medicine that you k n o w is Best.

When a medicine has been successful in restoring
to health more than a million women, you cannot
well say without trying it, “ I do not believe it will
help m e.” If you are ill, do not hesitate to get a bot
tle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound at
once, and write Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, M ass., for
special advice. It is free and helpful.
of such a family merits equal condem
nation with one who has always! been
surrounded by helpful conditions and
nurtured in a Christian home and yet is
guilty of the same siD?
We have a friend whom we know to
be upright and true. He is accused of
some evil deed and circumstances ap
pear to confirm his guilt.
But to one
who knows the beauty and woith of his
character there can be no doubt of his
innocence. These illustrations show us
that the unseen is no more than the
apparent, that the motive is more than
the deed, that the character is more
than appearances.
Can we not apply this principle of the
greatness of the unseen to spiritual
things and to God’s dealings with us,
believing that could we see all as God
sees, the mysterious and strange would
become plain and just to our compre
hension. Let us by faith receive God
into our hearts and lives.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Warm Contest.
The contest for the position of assist
ant secretary of the next Senate is one
of the liveliest things there is going on,
now that we have found out who is go
ing to be judge and who is to be the new
member of the railroad commission.
There are two men after it, Mr. Walter
B. Clarke of Damariscotta and Mr. F. H.
Purington of Lewiston.
Both candi
dates claim to have sufficient pledges to
secure the election,|but as there is only
one majority in the Senate, instead of a
pair of those necessary things, one or
the other is certain to be a loser.
Mr. Clark said on Friday that he had

THE CHARM OF LIFE
Is Lost W hen the Burden is Too

The meeting of tiie Young People’s
union Sunday evening was a “ Service of
Heavy
Song,” under the direction of the social
Life
is
hardly
worth
the living with the
committee. Among the special musical
features were songs by Miss Cora never-ceasing aches and pains o f a bad
Wheeler and Rev. Mr. Earnshaw aud a back. If you would remove the burden
song by Miss Marion Noble with violin
of backache, reach the cause—the kid
accompaniment by Don Harden.
neys. Doan’s Kidney Pills will cure sick
kidneys, and the cure is lasting. Here
How to Cure Croup.
is proof o f it.
Mr. R. Gray, who lives near Amenia,
Mr. Israel A. Morse, o f io Tyng street,
Duchess county, N. Y., says: “ Cham
berlain’s Cough Remedy is the best Newburyport, a member o f the Board of
medicine I have ever used, it is a fine Aldermen for two years, and Common
children’ s remedy for croup and never Council for three years, says : “ My ex
fails to cure.” When given as soon as perience with and opinions o f Doan s
the child becomes hoarse, or even after
the croupy cough has developed, it will Kidney Pills which I expressed through
prevent the attack.
This should be our newspapers in 1896, after taking a
borne in mind and a bottle of the Cough course o f the treatment, have not altered.
Remedy kept at hand ready for instant I value that preparation more highly to
use as soou as these symptoms appear.
For sale by W. A. D. Cragtn, Phillips; day than I did when I first published my
E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’ s Drug statement, and that is over three years
Store, Strong, and Lester L. Mitchell, ago. To my personal experience I can
Kiugfiold.
add that of many others in this city who
one and all coincide with me in saying
that Doan’s Kidney Pills act as repre
Lang Plantation.
Ned Terrian, who cut his foot while sented.’
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all
at work in the woods for L. B. Taylor,
is not able to work yet.
dealers; price 50 cents a box. Mailed
Lumbering is good at the present on receipt o f price by Foster-Milburn
time and teams are in good demand at
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
a good price.
James Williamson of Coplin is at work U. S. Remember the name, Doan’s, and
or L. B. Taylor with his team yarding take no substitute.
spruce.
Mik e .

er« ;

no doubt as to the result, and that he
had pledges enough to win.
But on the other hand, Mr. Furington
is equally confident. One of his friends
puts the Lewiston man’s case in this
way:
“ It is the prevailing opinion
about the State House and seems to be
conceded by the leading politicians of
the state that Frank H. Purington of
Lewiston will be the assistant secretary
of the next Maine senate. Mr. Puring
ton lias madeja vigorous and thorough
canvass of the state and as one of the
senators-elect said recently:
‘ Young
PuriDgton |has waged a clean, manly
contest, but it has been the most aggres
sive that i ever knew a young man to
make [for any office in the state. The
politicians in Lewiston and Auburn
have §become much interested in the
success of Mr. Purington in the contest.
Lincoln county has the only other can
didate, ¡¡although the contest opened
withjfive. Lincoln county has had this
official^twelve years of the last sixteen
and4she has also had the secretary of
the Senate [the last ten years of that
time. The Republicans of Lewiston and
Auburn^feel that Mr. Purington has a
good case and they are determined to
give'him whatever support he may need
in landing the prize.’ ” —Lewiston Jour
nal.

Christmas Is Coming.
“ H eap on m ore w o o d ! The w in d is c h i l l :
But let it w h istle as it w ill,
W eTlikeep our Christmas m erry still.”

•There never was a time in the history
of the world when the practice of
Christmas gift making was conducted
on such a sensible plan as today.
While all those finer feelings of senti
ment so closely allied with the occasion
are still dearly cherished, yet these
have been made to serve a more practi
cal end. Sentiment is now more intelli
gently applied. And with this double
motived giving, the question of suitable
gifts is one of even greater perplexity.
For it is not often easy to thoroughly
combine sentiment with practicability
in a manner befitting the delicacy of the
occasion. It is with a view to opening
up before our readers the large possibil
ities that are presented in their well
stocked furniture, carpet and drapery
store, for the wise selection of Christ
mas offerings, that Messrs. Bradford,
Conant & Co., submit the suggestions
that will appear in our advertising col
umns for next few weeks. We ask our
readers to keep in- mind that these form
but a mere straw, a faint hint culled at
random from thousands of other presen
tation articles.
Remember that in selecting a Christ-

mas present the fact must not be lost
sight of that furniture is always suit
able, that it is practical, that it has the
characteristics of service, durability,
beauty and sentiment happily com
bined. Whatever else may be accepta
ble, a select piece of furniture is always
in proper form. But here, as in every
thing else, a little discrimination is es
sential. The resources of this favorably
known establishment are at your com
mand to enable you to select discriminately. There you will find the reliable
Bradford, Conant tfe Co. quality at
prices made possible only by their large
buying and large selling facilities oper
ated by active members of this firm who
have made it their business for a life
time—and for al quarter of a century
have led all competitors in their line.
They invite you to inspect their Christ
mas stock.

The Oldest and Best.
S. S. S. Is a combination of roots
and herbs of great curative powers,
and when taken into the circulation
searches out and removes all manner
of poisons from the blood, without
the least shock or harm to the system.
On the contrary, the general health
begins to improve from the first dose,
for S. S. S. is not only a blood purifier,
but an excellent tonic, aud strength
ens and builds up the constitution
while purging the blood of impuri
ties. S. S. S. cures all diseases of a
blood poison origin, Cancer, Scrofula,
R h e u m a t i s m , Chronic Sores and
Ulcers, Eczema, P s o r i a s i s , S a l t
Rheum, Herpes and similar troubles,
and is an infallible cure and the only
antidote for that most horrible disease,
Contagious Blood Poison.
A record of nearly fifty years of
successful cures is a record to be proud
of. S. S. S. is more popular today
than ever. It numbers its friends by
the thousands. Our medical corres
pondence is larger than ever in the
history of the medicine. Many write
to thank us for the great good S. S. S.
has done them, while others are seek
ing advice about their cases. All
letters receive prompt and careful
attention. Our physicians have made
a life-long study of Blood and Skill Dis
eases, and better understand such cases
than the ordinary practitioner who
makes a specialty o f no one disease.
We are doing great
vlv
$ 4 ^ good to s u f f e r i n g
humanity through
L j L j o u r consulting department, and invite
you to write us if you have any blood
or skin trouble. We make no charge
whatever for this service.
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